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Abstract 

AR technology uses computer-generated visual objects or materials on top of or 

enhancing materials in our physical world. AR engages users with an interactive virtual 

experience created from overlapping virtual tools, models, and images onto physical surfaces 

intersecting the tactile and virtual realities. This study examines the outcomes of giving students 

more flexibility, richer information, and variations of instruction in using augmented reality for 

artistic creation noting if such tools are reasonable to incorporate into an art classroom. The 

literature reviewed in this study focuses on the impact of augmented reality in education, 

educational AR trends, AR developments in the arts and education, and an analysis of AR 

instructional needs. The methodology section reviews data collection methods and delves into 

the resources used in the study. As a qualitative study, several data sets from surveys, researcher 

notes, one-on-one interviews, and video transcripts are collected and analyzed to research 

questions and discuss outcomes. Conclusively, the study provides a deeper understanding of 

accessible resources and self-capability for one to generate an artistic AR space. This study 

contributes to AR research in art education in terms of the development and understanding of 

newer technologies being incorporated into art education classroom and informs a need for more 

specialized AR art and curriculum research towards diverse learners. 

Keywords: Augmented reality (AR), AR curriculum, Code Catalyst, student-centered 

pedagogy 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience created from overlapping virtual 

tools, models, and images onto physical surfaces intersecting the tactile and virtual realities. This 

technology is accessed using a headset or computer with a camera, cellular device, or tablet. The 

difference between AR (augmented reality) and VR (virtual reality) is that AR allows the user to 

interact in their physical environment with virtual enhancement tools. VR, in contrast, immerses 

the user in a completely virtual environment. Theoretically, the technologies run on a spectrum 

and can be differentiated visually, with each extreme ranging from the physical world to the 

virtual world. Paul Milgram and Fumio Kishino (1994) coined the term, “MR Continuum,” as 

"between the extrema of the virtuality continuum, which extends from the completely real, 

transits augmentation, and arrives in the completely virtual” (p. 3) 

Figure 1.1. A Taxonomy of Mixed Reality Visual Displays. Source: Milgram, P., & Kishino, F.(1994). 

There has been some confusion about the terms when describing the spectrum. 

Terminology, like cross reality (XR) and mixed reality (MR), varies across communities. 

Technology that can technically fall under the category of augmented reality is due to its 

functions of placing virtual objects onto physical surfaces like “projection mapping” or 

“holograms.” Though there are many tools and devices available to experience AR, the mobile 

phone remains the most popular tool to see and experience AR. 
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Background of the Study 

Due to technicality of publishing I would like to formally introduce myself. My name is 

Andie. I'm a man of culture and robotics. The reason I wanted to conduct this study was due to a 

lack of variety of AR apps focusing on art education or ways to utilize augmented reality in an art 

classroom. Most information on augmented reality development focuses on computer science, 

medicine, and science. When I did find a study that mentioned studio art or art education, it was 

often subcategorized under an umbrella term like Social Sciences or Humanities. Alongside this 

issue many resources (AR workshops and tutorials) appear to formulate under a pattern to which a 

beginner who does not work with technology regularly can begin to feel isolated or overwhelmed. 

Addressing student needs and creating an open and inviting environment is an important component 

that needs to be discussed. 

Personal Perspective as a Student 

The first I had heard of augmented reality technology, and what had drawn me into the 

development world, was the app Pokémon Go! My fascination with AR technology occurred during 

a time when no proper tutorials or resources were available, online or at my university, to assist with 

augmented reality development. What was appealing about augmented reality was its ability to 

change an environment and the user’s capability to manipulate an open space or public area. After 

witnessing a handful of YouTube augmented reality tutorials recreating Pokémon Go, I sought out 

the university’s maker space (at the time called the iSpace). After talking with some of the staff on 

one of their “maker nights,” they notified me that there was no one of that expertise but to consult 

the Hack AZ staff that ran yearly hackathons1 on campus in their email. Again, I had hit a 

roadblock, notified through email that there was no one of that expertise through Hack AZ. Still 

wanting to experiment with the software, I had no choice but to return to 

1Hackathons: events in which developers, makers, and creators gather for a few days to work on projects 
and attend workshops and lectures on coding, robotics, and more 
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the original tutorial and consult those online to learn the secrets of augmented reality. What was 

interesting about this venture was the amount of trial and error conducted throughout the journey. 

Often, I would have to skip massive amounts of video examples to backtrack, take notes, and re-

watch to understand what was going on. Occasionally I would find a short and sweet example of 

how to create a virtual button. Sometimes, I would question myself whether it was worth waiting 

for a response on developer forums to answer a question or share advice with AR development. 

Growing tired of the burdensome tutorials I decided to take matters into my own hands by 

creating instructional materials. It was also around this time I had started working for the iSpace 

maker space as an assistant. Through comprehensive research and practice, I formulated more 

concise tutorials and workshops inspired by art education pedagogy. Refining my craft to tell and 

teach others what reliable AR resources were out in the world. 

Augmented Reality as the Focus 

After learning the basics of creating an augmented reality scene through YouTube 

tutorials and online resources provided by Vuforia2 and Unity3 forum boards, my first 

experiments incorporated chatbots and a 3D character named M.A.H.T. (Mostly Artificial 

Holographic Tech). Project M.A.H.T. (Figure 1.2) originally was a virtual assistant utilizing the 

“Pepper’s Ghost” holographic trick. Hosted (on my now discontinued) artist website, the chatbot 

could answer simple questions and vocally respond to the viewer visiting the website. 

2 Vuforia: a company that creates free and purchasable augmented reality software that can be integrated 
into the Unity game engine 

3 Unity: a free game engine often used to create augmented reality apps 
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Figure 1.2: Project M.A.H.T. (2017) 

Later, the chatbot was displayed using augmented reality as a prototype for a virtual art 

classroom at iSpace maker space. What made Project M.A.H.T. appealing to students visiting the 

iSpace maker space at the time was the trial and error and seeing a product despite obstacles in 

my creation process. I placed project M.A.H.T. on hold due to completing my undergraduate 

degree.  

During the Fall of 2019, the University of Arizona’s Museum of Art (UAMA) contacted 

me to create an augmented reality activity for their bi-annual community day. Seeing it as a 

break from the workshop scene and an opportunity to work with a fresh audience new to AR, I 

designed coloring pages based on their current exhibit Bauhaus. The coloring pages were based 

on the Triadisches Ballett by Oskar Schlemmer (Figure 1.3). Users could color characters from 

the ballet to how they wished, and certain portions of the 3D characters would reflect colored-in 

areas. Participants from the community got to choose between three characters. They interacted 

with the augmented characters by waving their papers around a placed camera or coloring 

multiple pages to view different skins on their models. 
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Figure 1.3: UAMA Bauhaus AR coloring page (2019) 

This experience had me pondering the art world’s influence on augmented reality technology. 

Was there anything popular beyond coloring pages and tracing apps? Though it was interesting 

to incorporate topics like art history and encourage more drawing and creativity to even the most 

stubborn learners, it was burdensome having such little options that were readily available to 

play within these scopes. Could there be something more than a 3D model appearing in front of 

an illustrated image or recoloring a model’s texture? 

Augmented Reality as a Tool 

The creation of an augmented reality workbook originated from a tabling event I attended 

at a 4-H recruitment meeting in the fall of 2017. This event was a part of my past job at iSpace (a 

maker space for the University of Arizona) as part of community outreach. After talking with the 

local 4-H recruiters the idea for an augmented reality workshop for kids transpired. Three years 

of conducting several trials of AR workshops for youth, we had settled on an augmented reality 

workshop that utilized a workbook for students titled, The AR Floating Farm to keep notes and 

sketches (that students could keep after the end of the course). Code Catalyst was re-designed 

from The AR Floating Farm as an instructional journal to create digital stories using augmented 
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reality and more hand-drawn elements. What was missing in the 4H workbook that Code 

Catalyst sufficed was more artistic input and a perspective that allowed for more independent 

thought and research from the student creator. There is a balanced influence from hand-made 

materials and digital construction, so there is no overshadowing of one practice over the other. 

With more balanced mediums, Code Catalyst aims to more efficiently merge the gap in 

technological and tactile ability while maintaining a focus on the creation process more than the 

final product. The final product, realistically, could always be refined. 

Outside AR Instruction 

As an instructor, developer, and student learning about AR I have not seen a course 

(whether online or in-person) take into consideration the needs of the student or focus on the 

background of the technology. Traditionally, these courses are formatted in such a way that the 

end product is to create an exact replica of the example project being broken down and explained 

and then having the option to modify and “make it your own.” Such an example I participated in 

was the Unity at GDC AR Core 101 Workshop where participants were handed the latest 

cellphones (as most did not have the newest device) to follow along and rebuild an example AR 

scene with prefabricated models and effects. 
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Figure 1.4: Unity at GDC AR Core 101 Workshop 

These augmented reality tutorials and workshops do not focus on a particular type of AR. 

Generally, in augmented reality workshops there is a topic or theme that is addressed to tie the 

project together whether it focuses on game development, creating a custom business card, etc. 

Once the project is addressed there is usually a follow-up of examples of AR in society or similar 

applications that are being used by the public or businesses. From there the instructor develops 

and shares an overview of creating the application/project. Afterwards the instructor breaks down 

the steps and goes into development, showing step by step where to place certain buttons or 3D 

models. Online AR tutorials, although very similar to workshops, are often sought out (and focus 

on) specific scenes, tools, or applications to be re-created. Taking the files of a presented AR 

project from a workshop and modifying the layout into one’s own AR project is often the 

intended purpose of most augmented reality workshops. Most online augmented reality tutorials 

begin with the immediate jump into creating the AR scene or tool depicted, but sometimes offer a 

demo or explanation beforehand. The creator then explains through video (sometimes 

accompanied by closed captioning or voice over) how to re-create the AR scene. Once the scene 

is completed there is often another example of the scene being used or tested in app form. A third 
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scope of AR instruction can be categorized under “pre-made” or company applications that have 

generated their own software and tools for creating AR projects. Services such as Co-Spaces and 

Metaverse have their own websites and software available for free and features that can be 

purchased separately. Tools like these have their own tutorials on their sites and online support. 

The benefits and setbacks to these types of AR instruction are constructed similarly as to 

those concerns and phrases found in existing research (found in chapter two). Setbacks involve 

technical difficulties amongst varying platforms, and expertise ranges of the students. There is 

also the discussion of social constructs preventing someone from attending or seeking out this 

kind of information (i.e. you must be a CS major or expert to do these things, as I have witnessed 

firsthand while working at the iSpace). Users also have concerns with the cost of the software 

(companies using their own AR development tools) or time it takes to learn it enough to create. 

Limitation in the type of tool (not having GPS capability or only working on Android devices, 

for example) is also a factor. A company going out of business can also render their software 

obsolete. This poses an issue for users in the realm of reliability and the problem of then having 

to find and learn a new software. For those that research tutorials through YouTube or a paid 

subscription on an educational site (like Udemy) also face the risk of needing to skip or sift 

through information to find what is relevant. Amongst concerns, as an instructor and user of the 

technology myself a bias notion is the failure to consider that the student being taught or seeking 

out this information is not sure what to make or how to start properly in line with what they do or 

discovering what they can incorporate the technology into. Benefits that can come from these 

kinds of tutorials and educational resources are the profound number of tools and ability 

augmented reality offers. YouTube has a plethora of free tutorials and some with project’s pre-

created for users to immediately utilize. Because augmented reality is a realm that is still being 
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assessed and researched, instructional design with this technology as a tool is still on the 

forefront of discovery. With paid subscriptions to tutorials teaching about AR and sites that have 

their own form of software may help with issues of learning how to create in a short amount of 

time and accessing different kinds of free resources while utilizing time. It seems that the 

uncertainty with the future of AR as a whole may lie with the mass gaps in education about the 

technology, what it has done, and how to refine it to the individual consumer or maker to 

generate meaning and practical usage. 

Technicity 

In this study, I also explore how an art educator creates the variety and flexibility in using 

instructional materials to teach augmented reality technology in the art classroom. Technicity, 

gamification, and reverse-gamification are terms that closely resemble this inquiry. The Oxford 

dictionary defines technicity as, “Technical quality or character, technicality; the extent to which 

a people, culture, etc., possesses technical skills or technology.” Considering the technological 

skills of users is detrimental in a classroom setting as it determines what kind of tools are best 

suited for the class and instructor. The concept of how technicity is listed as an AR drawback 

will be discussed throughout the literature review in chapter two. 

Webster’s dictionary defines gamification as, “The process of adding games or game-like 

elements to something (such as a task) so as to encourage participation.” The goal of 

gamification is to have the user participate in an activity that is non-game related. Discussed 

throughout Karl M. Kapp’s book, The Gamification of Learning and Instruction Field book: 

Ideas into Practice (2013) many educators use gamification to have students participate and 

interact with the information presented in game-form. In using game-creation tools I seek to 

understand how one may develop a course that has balance between tool types (virtual and 
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tactile). How can less technology be applied to the creation of a project that is a part of a 

technological experience? Perhaps the opposite actions of gamification would provide better 

understanding. 

In his book chapter, Reverse-Gamification: Analysis of the Crowding-Out Effects in 

eSports (Viktor Barie, 2017) the term “reverse-gamification” is discussed. Although the term is 

not officially defined, it is closer to what I had in mind for a scenario where game-creation tools 

are used for non-game purposes: 

The goal of a game with Reverse-Gamification depends on the specific game itself. Such 

a game is not necessarily enriched with non-gaming elements on purpose. Therefore, its 

goal is not always determinable. It may develop over time. The game itself remains 

playful, entertaining and brings challenging experiences along with it. Apart from that, 

the objectives of other subjects are transferred to the game Itself. (2017) 

I took this definition as a sense of using game-making tools to address non-game related matters 

such as finances or prizes. Limited vocabulary to address the premise of my study lead to the 

inclusion of reverse-gamification being discussed. The term did help set boundaries as to what 

was relevant in this study by addressing what was not being researched 

Problem Statement 

Limited Research Data 

Variety, improvement, and open mindedness are three factors to consider as both an artist 

and instructor. Challenges for the studio arts in the realm of augmented reality is the 

underrepresentation in both educational and functional usage. Art education or the arts in general 

are heavily underrepresented now in the realm of augmented reality (AR) development and 
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usage versus a few years ago when the technology was picking up in capability and usage by the 

public.  

In the open peer review chapter, Augmented Reality Trends in Education between 2016 

and 2017 Years (Yilmaz, 2018), out of the 38 articles studied only two involved art education. In 

another research paper, Chen, Liu, Cheng, et. al., (2017) reported that after reviewing studies 

using Augmented Reality in Education from 2011 to 2016, 16.36% of Augmented Reality studies 

focus on Social Science courses, engaging language learning, visual art, and painting 

appreciation. They also wrote, “AR has been widely used in Social Science due to the possibility 

of augment information and combining it with contextual information to provide new 

experiences.” (p. 15). In this paper the amount of art-focused research was low enough to a point 

where researchers had to categorize it alongside other similar “humanities-based” fields that 

resulted in the arts (including art education) being labeled under Social Sciences. Still recent 

augmented reality research studies placed the arts or art education into mixed categories such as 

humanities or social sciences due to the limited research available to analyze (Sirakaya, 2018).  

Capability and Usefulness 

Identifying the benefits and drawbacks of augmented reality technology from several 

papers that will be discussed in chapter two, I compiled a pie chart for each to identify any 

common issues or successes (Figures 1.1 & 1.2). Overall increases in motivation, collaboration, 

visualizing conceptual material were amongst the benefits, in contrast with technology cost, tech 

issues and instructor knowledge amongst the limitations. From each pie chart the words “creation 

and content use/content” being the largest with drawbacks and “increased learning” the largest 

for benefits. Amongst reliability the practical capabilities of augmented reality for teaching is 

also discussed.  
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Several papers take into limitations the consideration of the tool existing for fun or 

entertainment. “Some AR research results may be due to an uncontrolled novelty effect; further 

studies are required to determine whether a novelty factor will continue to significantly affect 

results in longer term applications” (Akcayir & Akcayir, 2016, p.9). This is important as it is a 

large contributing factor to participation, inclusion of augmented reality into events or education, 

and the mindset of the individual using the technology. Simply being fun or impressive are not 

considered the potential and listed usefulness of a still-developing technology. 

Figure 1.5: AR Benefits pie chart 
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Figure 1.6: AR Drawbacks pie chart 

Purpose of the Study 

In my five years of teaching workshops, from a first-hand account, I have noticed many 

differences in teaching styles for art education and computer science. For visual arts pencils, 

paper, paint, and other physical tools are used to express oneself. Within computer science 

coding languages, virtual models and other technological tools are presented. These fields can 

coincide within STEAM pedagogy (Science Technology Engineering Art and Mathematics) 

however, there is still much to be said about the integration being balanced. Coming from a 

background in illustration, art education, application development and instructional technology 

the question of balanced integration between these practices has crossed my mind quite often. 

Concerns towards efficiency, reliability, and usefulness are common limitations I have seen in 

my own practice. It was only when attempting to integrate augmented reality technology (AR) 

into a lesson plan that I came across the harsh reality of the lack of resources, support, and 

research of AR technologies for art education let alone art practice. Among the available AR 
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apps, I found coloring books and tracing applications, which were unacceptable tools to teach 

with. What was causing this divide? My research is an early attempt to address these concerns. 

Considering the limitations of AR research in arts and art education, this case study 

explored how an art educator could incorporate AR into art class to see the possibilities of using 

AR in the art classroom. This project explored how AR workshop participants have engaged with 

storytelling, paper-crafting, artist statement, sketch journal, and prototyped art pieces while 

utilizing virtual components of 3D models and effects (sound and particles). This project served 

as a case study to incorporate augmented reality technologies into the (studio) arts classroom.  

Research Questions 

Would providing more flexible options and richer content make the incorporation of AR tools in 

the arts classroom more plausible? 

Sub Questions: 

● Is a workbook or website efficient mediums for the course material?

● What are the benefits to providing content outside of class (tactile and digital)?

● Can one find a balance of tactile and digital tools in AR creation?

● How would this project offer insights on resolving certain issues faced in the AR

community, such as cost, experience, usefulness, reliability, and available resources?

The Project: Code Catalyst Workshop 

To understand the capabilities of AR in art education a workshop series was designed to 

inform students of AR uses, history, and related social usage. After being exposed to the 

background of AR technology, students were then able to try several free applications before 

preparing for their assignment to design and create a story in an AR space. As part of the 

workshop program, I incorporated paper crafting, storyboarding, artist statements, journals, and 
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prototyping 3D elements. Additional tools such as 3D modeling and file types were discussed 

with students throughout the workshop. Students were encouraged to incorporate hand drawn 

illustrations alongside any other artmaking processes during AR development. Several options 

for different AR applications and toolsets were also discussed to secure flexibility and choice. At 

the conclusion of the workshop series students presented their stories along with a short 

statement explaining their narratives which were then presented on the student website. Students 

shared their work on the class website with family and friends in lieu of an in-person 

presentation originally planned.   

Data Collection and Analysis 

Qualitative case study, due to its insight on communication and humanistic approach, was 

chosen for this project. With a local makerspace as a workshop setting, I recruited participants 

for the study. A maximum of 20 students could sign up for the workshop that included anyone 

over the age of 19 and not currently in high school. Prior knowledge or experience in augmented 

reality or art making was not necessary to sign up for the workshop course. The workshop was to 

last six weeks, consisting of five workshop days and one presentation day for public 

presentation.  

I developed several educational materials for this study. Accompanying website included 

video tutorials, outside resources, and downloadable slideshows, which provided more accessible 

resources outside of class time and even the conclusion of the course. Student participants kept 

physical journals and notes to record their questions and plans. They are also allowed to work 

independently or in groups to tell a story utilizing AR and other digital components. 
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Due to external circumstances, the first workshop was changed to be conducted online. 

Thematic analysis was conducted on the data collected, specifically using inductive coding, to 

create categories and define patterns and relationships between data samples. Inductive coding 

was used to generate unique categories based on the data, much like that shown in the paper by 

David R. Thomas A General Inductive Approach for Analyzing Qualitative Evaluation Data 

(2006). This was due to the unique categories that had to be generated. Chapter three will 

provide the details of research methods related to data collection and analysis.  

Significance of the Study 

One of the suggestions or potential improvements given in AR studies centers around a 

learner-centered pedagogy. Conducted in Augmented Reality in K-12 Education (Leighton, 

Crompton, 2018), Augmented Reality in Education – Cases, Places and Potentials (2014), 

Augmented Reality in Art Education (Smith 2016) these studies explain how in allowing students 

to be creators with more flexibility they have the chance to use prior knowledge and apply it to 

the classroom giving more voice and power to the students. Weimer’s book (2002) Learner-

Centered Teaching: Five Key Changes to Practice, focuses on student-centered learning that 

encompasses a balance of power, function of context in the learning material, the role of the 

teacher as a facilitator, having students understand the responsibility of learning as well as 

proper evaluation of the function of the course and purpose in the material. In providing more 

choice in instructional tools and resources to students when addressing a topic, one can place 

more thought into the design of the information being presented and allow students to discuss, 

plan, and share their thoughts and skill sets with the class. Inspired by the student-centered 

teaching philosophy, the consideration of discussing the history and inventions that are in 

relation or very close to augmented reality as we see it currently would provide a clearer 

understanding to: what professions use and create using this technology, what failures and 

successes have come from prototypes, how educators encourage to integrate their own 

knowledge and ideas into a potential 
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tool or AR application, how students are not expected to do so quickly nor successfully the first 

time. In my thesis and workbook, I address the student as a contributor to the technology’s 

history. The participants also kept journals for note taking, asking questions, and having a 

singular space to plan the ability for trial and error and reflection. Playing with the notion of age-

difference in both tactile and virtual tools, a melding of the two practices (working on a computer 

and through paper and pen), allows for the flexibility and ability to visually note that it is okay 

not to be completely proficient in one practice or the other. Trial and error led to the idea of 

creating a mixed platform in which to teach how to utilize AR and then create, using the tech as a 

tool. With a more in-depth history of augmented reality and noting those in society using the 

technology in modern times, it gives students more to work with in meaning making and 

personal connection. Providing supplementary materials and personal insight from my past 

projects to the participants appealed to the notion of more independent thought and 

encouragement to experiment and share. It was to these considerations that something more 

refined and unique could be accomplished to where the end goal is to encourage a student to 

continue to research and make or share what they have learned with others. 

Limitations of the Study 

Limitations that influence the quality of my findings and ability to answer my research 

questions include sample bias, lack of previous research studies, time constraints, choosing 

qualitative research, and personal biases. Because the library makerspace I was working with had 

pandemic impact, the types of participants that signed up for my workshop included those 

outside of the physical location of the university. I had to teach the workshop remotely to 

practice social distancing during the pandemic. Due to the lack of previous research studies 

focusing on the impact of AR used in art education I referred to research that included AR in 
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education. Only studies written or transcribed to English were reviewed. This leaves a gap in the 

analysis of research using AR in art education due to language limitations. Time constraints 

affect student participation throughout the study and how I prepared for following classes. Even 

before the study, creating many of the instructional resources such as the workbook and website 

took large amounts of time to allow for flexibility. Due to results being open-ended they could 

not be statistically reliable. However, the premise for the study was to focus on user experience 

and feedback, not numerical results. Personal bias presented in the study includes having a 

background that is both heavily influenced by both the arts and computer sciences. Although I 

find interest and enjoyment in both fields, the premise of the workshop series for this study 

includes asking questions such as usefulness and helpfulness in tools that are presented in the 

course. In an attempt to be as self-aware as possible I constantly questioned the structure of the 

workshop, making modifications in relation to class needs. I assume that these modifications 

resulted in participants’ responses in my original research plan and implementation.  

Summary 

This thesis explores whether the variety and flexibility in instructional materials is a more 

appropriate approach of incorporating augmented reality technology into art education. Chapter 

two of this thesis will review and discuss readings of those conducting research of augmented 

reality in education, the effects augmented reality has in the arts and classroom, and on a broad 

scale themes and the pros/cons of augmented reality in a class setting. Chapter three will discuss 

methodology and the reasoning behind the workshop’s student-centered approach, use of a 

workbook throughout the class sessions, and focus on digital storytelling. Chapter four will 

discuss outcomes from the workshop and students’ responses and insight to the learning 

materials. Chapter five closes with remarks towards the effect augmented reality has in an art 
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workshop and the noted significance. There will not be a direct comparison of this workshop 

series to other workshops or AR instructional courses nor a critique on such courses. This is not a 

record of specific projects the students create, rather their making process and whether more 

flexible learning materials would be beneficial in using AR in the studio arts classroom. This is 

also not a promotional approach in using more AR technology in art education, rather, my 

intention is to find benefits or improvements in my form of instructional approach in providing 

flexibility, availability and variety in instructional content for when AR is incorporated into the 

classroom. 

Definition of Terms 

Augmented Reality 

Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience created from overlapping virtual 

tools, models, and images onto physical surfaces intersecting the tactile and virtual realities. 

Most commonly, this technology is accessed through a cellular device or tablet. AR can also be 

experienced through a headset with a camera, or computer with a camera.  

Types of AR 

For clarity in research I have generalized augmented reality into five distinct categories: 

Marker-based Image, Marker-based Object, Location-based, Indirect, and 

Outlining/Superimposition (Figure 1.5).  

Marker-Based Augmented Reality 

Marker-based augmented reality uses an image or object to trigger a virtual object to 

appear on top of the image or object through the app, and is the most used when developing AR 

applications due to its reliability and ability to track a specific region. This can be split into two 

categories of Marker-based Image and Marker-based Object tracking.  
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Location-Based Augmented Reality 

Location-based augmented reality uses GPS coordinates to distinguish areas, and then 

places a virtual experience into that specific region.  

Indirect Augmented Reality (IAR) 

Indirect augmented reality (IAR) often incorporates panoramas or pieces together large 

photos of objects or environments to create the representation of an area. 

Outlining/Superimposition AR  

Outlining/Superimposition AR are often used for difficult lighting, hard-to-see areas, or time-

lapsed areas to enhance and overlay (or recreate) a scene or environment. 

Figure 1.7: Types of Augmented Reality document 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

An instructor that wants to use augmented reality (AR) as a tool to teach visual art 

concepts must first consider AR’s various uses in education. How do other subjects use AR and 

format their courses? After conducting a thematic review, literature was categorized into four 

groups: Impact of AR in Education, Trends in Educational AR, AR Development in the Arts and 

Education, and Analysis of Class Needs. These studies generalize the modern experience of AR 

integration in a classroom by discussing impact, trends, and application development. Because of 

the limited amount of research focusing on AR being used in art education, I broadened the types 

of articles selected for review. Selected literature includes studies using AR technology in an 

educational setting without solely focusing on the technology’s potential. Sources were selected 

through a variety of databases including JSTOR, Google Scholar, NAEA, and JAR. Chapter two 

consists of reading summaries followed by an analysis and discussion. National status, age, grade 

level, and economical status are variables in the selected literature that will not be reviewed. 

Literature Review 

Common uses, limitations, opinions, and notable results were factors that determined 

how the literature was grouped. I wanted to learn whether AR was found to be effective in a class 

setting and advice on how to begin formatting the structure of my workshop. Within these four 

groupings a background of the studies will be given followed by an analysis. Patterns, trends, 

and gaps of the overall literature will be discussed afterward. 

Impact of AR in Education 

Augmented Reality in K-12 Education (Leighton, Crompton, 2013) is a study of AR 

technology being used in open and distance learning. Terminology, usage, and insight to tools 

used in the study is discussed with a focus on grade levels K-12. AR is stated to support 
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authentic, contextualized, student-centered, and visualized learning. The authors Leighton and 

Crompton discuss a case study by Chiang, Yang, and Jwan (2014) where two groups of students 

use either AR-based mobile learning or inquiry-based mobile learning for an assignment. Group 

members that used AR-based mobile learning had better attention, confidence, and retention than 

students using inquiry-based mobile learning. Their findings consider AR as a tool for students to 

better analyze, evaluate, and create content instead of passively participating and retaining 

information. The paper concludes with the argument that the issues of finding and implementing 

technological training for instructors poses a limitation that prevents students from properly 

retaining and processing information.  

Use of Augmented Reality in Mobile Devices for Educational Purposes (Emiroğlu, Kurt, 

2018) discusses the efficiency of MAR (mobile augmented reality) and how AR functions. AR in 

educational settings is described to encompass simulation training, 3D representations, 

experiments, visualization of spatial concepts, and classroom management. Benefits of using AR 

technology include engagement, aesthetic appeal, increase in motivation and interaction, and 

facilitated learning. Disadvantages of utilizing AR technology range from the instructor’s limited 

technological skills and knowledge, limited physical and hardware requirements, possible 

cognitive overload, funding, issues with hardware, and lack of digital privacy. Their results 

indicate that MAR in a classroom increased achievement, lowered cognitive load, and facilitated 

interest in the lesson, and provided a more flexible learning environment. 

An Augmented-Reality-Based Intelligent Mobile Application for Open Computer 

Education (Köse, 2017) covers “M-learning” (mobile application) techniques and application, 

alongside AR and artificial intelligence (AI), in a mobile app used for a computer science course 

in Turkey. Köse begins with background information on AR, moves on to AI used in Artificial 
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Neural Networks (ANN), M-learning, and open education. The effectiveness of the case study is 

based on the user’s response to the technology. Along with an easy to understand interface, the 

application used in the study gave instructors the capability to edit and add content. An AI 

analyzed the student’s habits such as scoring, and time spent on a course to suggest other 

instructional content. The AI was used for three weeks by 453 learners from all over Turkey with 

five courses for CS, each course having over 150 subjects. Students scored within the 70-86 

percentile for their final exams. Many positive responses and reviews were made towards the 

app, which showed much promise in its future development and usage. Future improvements 

Köse proposes include developing the application for newer devices under iOS and Windows 

and adding an improved AI system so the application would respond to the physical device it is 

installed on. 

Using Augmented Reality in early art education (Huang, Li, Fong, 2015) is a case study 

where AR is incorporated into a kindergarten class located in Hong Kong. The study focused on 

a better approach to using pedagogical innovation in early art education. Qualitative research, 

supplemental learning effects, exploratory and design-based research were the components of the 

study. Participants included a class of thirty kindergarten students aged 4-5 years old, an art 

instructor, an ICT teacher, and two parent volunteers. Given the chance to participate again the 

students suggested to have more variety in coloring pages. Parent concerns towards the negative 

effects of AR were towards children's social/visual/motor development becoming disrupted and 

smart devices causing visual impairment. Restriction of creativity and imagination were also 

amongst concerns following limited teaching time for instructors and limited skill sets of the 

teacher. 
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Analysis of Studies 

This section was created to study the impact of AR technology on students and instructors 

in a classroom. Due to limited resources focusing on AR being used in an art classroom I chose 

education as a broad term. Chosen sources sought how AR impacted a classroom setting being 

effective or ineffective. Increases in motivation, collaboration, visualizing conceptual material 

are amongst the benefits. Limitations included cost and instructor technological knowledge. 

Emiroğlu and Kurt (2018) in Use of Augmented Reality in Mobile Devices for Educational 

Purposes claim that AR provides cooperation and triggers creativity, develops imagination, 

enhances spatial ability, affordable, and allows the user to participate in different locations. Other 

studies describe similar experiences of AR increasing motivation, allowing students to stay 

immersed in the content presented. There were also concerns posed (specifically for the arts) 

such as eliminating the need to mentally visualize, the potential loss of creativity and 

imagination as the virtual tools in creating objects. Such concerns can be analyzed in Using 

Augmented Reality in early art education (Huang, Li, Fong, 2015). One of the few studies 

focusing on AR being implemented in an art classroom. Controversially, the study uses coloring 

books as the medium of choice. The National Art Education Association (NAEA) does not 

permit coloring pages to be an art medium nor activity: 

In light of the increasing usage of coloring books, color fill-in workbook activities, and 

other predesigned materials that block originality, stifle imagination and creativity and 

limit intellectual growth, and become a substitute for valid and appropriate art education 

programs and procedures in elementary education, the NAEA therefore, calls for 

immediate, deliberate and permanent curtailment of the use of such methods, activities, 

and procedures. (2019) 
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Personally, having used the same coloring page technology, my implementation was to 

choose pages that had the blankest space to allow students to draw what they wanted. This was 

with the intent to use the technology as a tool, not the focus. By allowing students to see AR as a 

tool they can focus on their message or content being presented. Such findings can be found in a 

case study reviewed by Leighton and Crompton (2013). The authors quote Bower from a case 

study of AR vs inquiry-based learning “By having students designing AR programs, this will 

enable students to reach higher-order thinking by analyzing, evaluating, and creating... (Bower et 

al, 2013). The gap in research towards AR’s use in education involves allowing students to be 

makers. Leighton and Crompton consider AR as a tool for students to better analyze, evaluate, 

and create content instead of passively participating and retaining information. However, before 

AR technology can be implemented the issue towards instructor training must be solved. 

Organizations such as the Art Education Technology (AET) and Design Interest Group (DIG) 

would be valuable resources and communities for art educators to discuss the implementation of 

AR technology into their classrooms and how to integrate it into lesson plans. 

Trends in Educational AR 

A review of using Augmented Reality in Education from 2011 to 2016 (Chen, Liu, Cheng, 

et al., 2017), is a conference paper where 55 documents that encompassed the uses and inclusion 

of AR in educational scenarios were analyzed. Most of the sources focused on those in higher 

education and participants conducting research. The documents frequently used mixed methods, 

quantitative methods, and qualitative methods in their studies. Data collection included tests, 

interviews, questionnaires, video observation, and surveys. Learning gains and motivation were 

amongst the benefits AR technology brought to the classroom. Towards the end of the paper it is 

proposed for future advancement that AR research include and consider individual interaction, 
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sense of identity, adaptive applications, classroom design, evaluation research, the instructor’s 

role in content creation, and designing and application of learning resources for K-12 education. 

Trends in Educational Augmented Reality Studies: A Systematic Review (Sirakaya, 

Sırakaya, 2018) reviewed 105 articles between the years of 2011 and 2016 that contained the 

entire text and focused on utilizing AR for educational purposes. Sources included literature 

reviews on app development and any inclusion of AR in an educational setting. Articles that were 

excluded from the study included conference summaries, AR without application or first-person 

experience, and studies that utilized both augmented and virtual reality. After review, it was 

found that the most studied population was high school-aged students, quantitative or mixed 

methods as the most popular research approach, and Marker-based AR as the preferred type of 

AR used. The most popular data collection method was taking surveys. Advantages found in 

using AR for educational purposes consisted of; facilitation in learning, enhancing motivation, 

ensuring permanent learning, increase in student participation, increase in positive attitudes, 

better spatial skills, cooperative learning, having fun, decreasing cognitive load, and increasing 

achievement. For future research, including different types of participants including special 

needs students, preschool students, parents, and graduate students is recommended. 

Advantages and challenges associated with augmented reality for education: A 

systematic review of the literature (Akçayır, Akçayır, 2016) analyzed 68 articles published 

between 2007 and 2015. Advantages of AR in education included finding specific learner 

outcomes, pedagogical contributions, effects of interaction, and any other significant notable 

actions by the students and or instructors using the tech. Most of the population researched 

involved K-12, higher education, an unspecified population, adult, teacher, and the least 

researched involving kindergarten students with most of these populations being first time users 
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of AR. Learning outcomes found amongst the studies included learning achievement, motivation, 

and attitude amongst those utilizing AR in an educational setting. Advantages found amongst the 

studies included; enhancement in learning achievement, enhancement in motivation, an aid to 

help students better understand content, promotion in positive attitudes, decrease in cognitive 

load, enhancement in satisfaction, enhancement in spatial ability, increase in enjoyment, an 

increase in interest, better collaborative attitudes, raise in level of engagement, self-learning, 

better facilitation between student and instructor, increase in physical activity, learning through 

action, enabled visualization of concepts and information using visuals, reduced material costs 

via simulation, more student interaction amongst peers and tech, and the development of multi-

sensory learning. Some limitations in the studies focused on the complexity of the AR tools 

included causing sensory overload, cost of equipment, large groups having difficulty with the 

equipment, tech becoming a distraction, limitations in file size, ergonomic problems, inadequate 

teacher's ability to use the tech, tech issues (in GPS errors and low sensitivity in marker triggers), 

and difficulty in design. A factor that was addressed throughout was a skew in the data due to the 

novelty of the technology. 

Augmented Reality Trends in Education: A Systematic Review of Research and 

Applications (Bacca, Baldiris, Fabregat, et al., 2014) sought to find research on AR in education 

noting uses, advantages, limitations, effectiveness, challenges, and features of the applications 

and their interfaces used. Thirty-two studies published between 2003 and 2013 were reviewed. 

Most of these published works had students in higher education and focused on the humanities 

and visual art as qualitative/exploratory research, then qualitative exploratory pilot, qualitative 

exploratory experience, mixed methods, quantitative, and causal research. Many of the papers 

explained the function and history of AR, educational games, lab experiments, exploration, and 
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evaluation of a topic. Post-research data was collected through mostly questionnaires, interviews, 

surveys, case observation, essays, and other methods. Marker-based augmented reality and 

markerless AR were amongst the most used types. The benefits of AR in an educational setting 

included; learning gains, motivation, facilitated interaction, collaboration, low cost, increased the 

experience, just in time info, situated learning, student-centered, students attention, enjoyment, 

exploration, increase capacity of innovation, created positive attitudes, awareness, anticipation, 

authenticity, and the novelty of the technology. Limitations to the AR in educational settings 

were around the AR application being designed for a specific field, instructors not being able to 

customize the application’s information/make their own content, difficulties in retaining the 

information, distraction in the virtual application, short periods of validation, and other issues. 

Suggested future research is geared towards research into educational AR for special needs 

students. 

An open peer review chapter Augmented Reality Trends in Education between 2016 and 

2017 Years (Yilmaz, 2018) reviews articles focusing on augmented reality from 2016-2017. 38 

articles were examined and were categorized into groups based on the type of education (early 

childhood, primary, secondary, high school, graduate, and others), field, type of AR, and reported 

advantages. The most popular forms of AR focused on utilizing marker AR. Some major 

advantages found included; learning/academic achievement, bettered attitude, bettered sense of 

reality, natural experience using the tool, visualization of complex relationships, visualization of 

abstract concepts, safe learning environment, fun, saving space and time, increase in student 

participation, providing flexibility, makes learning attractive and fun, increase in motivation and 

interaction, facilitating understanding, connecting real world experiences and problems, creating 

contextual awareness, improving communication, increasing collaboration, triggering creativity, 
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controlling self-learning, enhancing problem solving skills, improving interpretation skills, and 

increasing engagement. Authentic learning environments, situational environments, 

constructivist environments, learning by doing, inquiry-based, and research-based learning 

approaches were discussed. 

Analysis of Studies 

The trends that resulted from multiple literature review studies for AR in education 

include convenience, advancements, drawbacks, concerns, or other findings in a dataset of AR 

research materials between 2003 and 2017. These findings consisted of mixed methods and 

quantitative research in data sets. In an educational research review Advantages and challenges 

associated with AR for education: A systematic review of the literature (Akcayir, Akcayir, 2016) 

the authors warn of AR serving as a novelty rather than a tool, “Some AR research results may 

be due to an uncontrolled novelty effect; further studies are required to determine whether a 

novelty factor will continue to significantly affect results in longer-term applications” (p.9). 

Their concern matches other studies attempting to conduct deeper research and break away from 

AR technology’s appeal in entertainment and fun overtaking the focus of the study. I had 

formulated a pattern of arts and humanities research being the most involved AR technology in 

earlier studies conducted around 2010 with more recent studies focusing on science and 

medicine. Marker-based AR was found to be the most popular and effective AR technology 

implemented. Many concerns including cost, tech issues, and experience of the instructor and 

students remained consistent throughout the documents in this grouping. Studies found that the 

arts (especially throughout the early 2000’s) ranked high in studies limited to museum 

experiences (images or objects placed over existing works). There is also the concern of visual 

arts being combined with another field like humanities in literary research, displaying more 
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consideration towards other subjects giving fields like Science and Medicine their own 

categories. It seems that art educators have not extensively been involved with AR as the years 

progress, and understandably, that many factors ceasing or slowing of content creation such as 

cost, research, and tactile capability, are amongst some limitations. 

AR Development in the Arts and Education 

A case study from a computers & education journal Impact of an augmented reality 

system on students' motivation for a visual art course (Di Serio, Ibáñez, Delgado-Kloos, 2013) 

depicts the observation of 69 students from three sections from a middle school in Madrid, 

Spain. Students were studying Italian renaissance art. For the assignment, their goal was to study 

four Renaissance pieces and create an AR experience using visuals and facts about the art. Only 

two students had prior experience with AR and had smartphones. The students were split into 

two sessions where the first group used slides to create their study materials and the second used 

AR tools. Because of limitations the groups could not be separated into experimental and control 

so both groups each participated in both slides and AR creation. Results showed a noticeable 

difference in attention and satisfaction between the two groups. Barriers they faced were 

technical problems with the AR and time constraints. It was difficult to put visuals on the marker 

at times. Time constraints left researchers with allowing each group to use each type of study 

material and record the results in comparison between the two. It is posed that novelty towards 

the new technology could have impacted results. Researchers discussed the significance of 

motivation in AR research. They noted motivation as the love and self-sufficiency of learning. 

The six consensual motivation factors (inclusion, attitude, meaning, competence, leadership, and 

satisfaction) were discussed. From the research discussed in the case study the most common 
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occurrences of AR in education are (in the order of most occurrence): Navigation, Interaction, 

and Immersion. 

Bower, Howe, McCredie, et al. in their article Augmented Reality in education – cases, 

places and potentials (2014) shared the analysis of a week-long workshop of 16 high school 

students in grades 8th-10th using AR to create an experience in a sculpture garden. In this 

“learning by design” method the students were able to “shape their own reality” with 

manipulation and enhancement to their surroundings with AR while reducing cognitive load. 

They reported that the pedagogies AR can support include constructivist learning, situated 

learning, games-based learning, and inquiry-based learning. Instructors should also have deep-

rooted knowledge in their study to be able to shape a lesson plan with AR and serve as a 

mentor/advisor having students create and dictate most of the content creation of the project. 

Concluding remarks suggest that AR research goes beyond its novelty and conduct more 

research on the issue of teaching and learning with AR technology. 

Students and teachers as developers of visual learning designs with augmented reality for 

visual arts education (Buhl, 2017) is an article observing college students (in the field of 

communication and digital media) creating study materials in an AR space for future students in 

the course. These projects would serve as examples of how AR can be implemented in the 

classroom and aids the course’s future student developers. Students had 6 weeks to develop a 

proposal for a visual learning design-based on collaboration and Bhul’s notion of student-

developed content. The students tested their projects with public participants (as this was the 

starting class that had no prior class to work off of), wrote a report that presented the prototype, 

and discussed their findings and project as a final exam. All three examples focused on the user 

as the producer of a visual experience. Some concerns posed during the study involved the 
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instructor’s lack of development and technological skills. The roles of the instructor, technology 

specialist, and students were shifted through the project’s student-centered pedagogy. This 

allowed the instructor to serve as a mentor and students to focus on learning by doing. Bhul 

implies that if students were given the opportunity to create an AR application of their own 

design in the process, they would be shifting the perspective of instruction and adding to 

teaching methods the action of students being the creators of content or manipulators of said 

content, taking a step beyond student-centered methods. Furthermore, the research in visual arts 

education has shown that “the implementation of digital technology into teaching practices 

requires a rethinking of pedagogy rather than adding on to former ideas about teaching” (Bhul, 

2017, p.99). The project allowed for more student contribution and input. It also provided the 

groundwork for future classes to improve upon the designs presented or modify to class needs. 

The discussion of the lack of tactile materials is noted towards the “loss of experience” or 

barriers AR technology still poses for the art education world. 

Integration of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality in building information modeling 

(Boga, Kansagara, Kannan, 2017) reviews AR and its different tool usage in several studies. AR's 

usage is noted to include putting content into visual representation, a change for collaboration 

amongst peers, pointing out the learner's knowledge of space, amount of action and immersion 

into the content, as well as bridging formal and informal learning. Three case studies were 

discussed each using a different form of AR incorporated into the lesson (marker based, robotic, 

and webcam). Advantages listed are spatial contiguity, simultaneous information rather than 

successive information presented, better visual cues, and a widely used and owned device, a 

smartphone. Limitations fall amongst losing track of a model when using Marker-AR, resulting 

from carrying the mobile device, geographical connection issues with the app unable to locate 
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(GPS), tablet and physical materials having to be held simultaneously, and the prior experience 

of some students who are not familiar with using tablets/phones outdoors. The chapter ends with 

a tutorial developing their own AR app using software Vuforia (for AR dev tools) and Unity (a 

game engine to export the app). 

The Impact of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality Study Material in the Future of 

Learning (Guazzaroni, 2017) discusses a case study involving 23 high school students at Istituto 

Tecnico Tecnologico "Estachio Divini" in San Severino Marche, Italy. The study began with two 

instructors and one tech expert to mentor the group of 16-year-old students to create short, 

printed study materials using AR and VR for future students to refer to. Students were placed 

into small groups with specific roles. Several instructional and collaborative methods involved 

Six Thinking Hat4 by Edward De Bono, the Belbin Teamwork Experience5, and 7E learning 

style6. Approaches to grouping the students involved engaging them into roles, note the learner's 

interactions with the physical environment, and design learning tasks. Three approaches given to 

drive students involved: curiosity, driving a desire for success, and social/familiar pressure. AR's 

positive reviews are noted to have some sense of authenticity, give motivation to learn, handle 

content in lifelike ways, increase the user in the topic addressed, and utilize a social space. The 

writer explains that AR could help in the dynamic of roles and shift the classroom into a more 

4 Six Thinking Hat: a thinking process where team members are separated into six roles (facts, optimism, 
judgment, intuition, creativity, and process) and “mentally” focus by redirecting thoughts in a 
conversation or switch roles. 

5 Belbin Teamwork Experience: team efficiency strategy organized into nine total roles including action 
(shaper, implementer, completer), people oriented (coordinator, team worker, resource investigator), and 
cerebral (plant, monitor evaluator, specialist). 

6 7E learning style: a sequential process for both learning and process that emphasizes on prior experience 
and using current knowledge as a foundation for future information 
given. 
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student-centered approach to where the instructor is the facilitator and the students have more 

control in how the content is addressed. Peer assessments were conducted amongst groups to 

judge one another on their contributions towards the final project. The importance of 

documentation is noted towards the end with an example of a student creating an interesting 

piece of equipment to complete their project only to have no photo images or notes including its 

use or design. 

Really Fake or Faking Reality? The Riot Grrrls Project (Hart, May, 2018) focuses on the 

creation and implementation of the Riot Grrls App and its turn on artistic perspectives at the 

Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago. Curated by Michael Darling the museum collaborated 

with the School of Art Institute. SAIC course instructor Claudia Hart and Michael Darling had 

students create augmented art works overlaying the current historical displays to convey their 

own stories and engage visitors to rethink structures in this “shaping of reality.” The chapter 

addressed what layering effects do in a museum setting and the impact of this upon historical 

artifacts. It adds an underlying truth towards the pieces, allowing spectators to appreciate the 

pieces for far longer (perhaps due to relevance in our technological age). Pieces were made by 

students and curated by professors and open inclusiveness to a media that is otherwise 

predominantly dominated (historically) by white male culture. The experience allowed 

individuals to experience the museum in a way that makes sense to them (culturally and 

individually) and a voice to a whole new range of artists that will not limit them (curators to a 

museum, fees, etc.). 

Q(a)R(t) Code public art project: A convergence of media and mobile technology 

(Valmestad, 2011) is an article that describes a 3-year pilot project case study from the 

University of Manitoba conducted in 2009. 25 librarians were given smartphones to create AR 
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projects that focused on the University of Manitoba’s Public Art sculpture area. Software that 

was used in the creation of these projects involved Google Earth, Flickr, blogging, QR codes, 

Foursquare and Wikitude. Creators (librarians) would apply QR codes for interpretation of the 

sculpture presented and provide outreach for the art and serve additionally as marketing of the art 

on campus through physical QR codes being scanned by smart devices. 

Augmented Sculpture: Computer Ghosts of Physical Artifacts (Adzhiev, Comninos, 

Pasko, 2003) depicts the modification and creation of physical structures by artists in an AR 

space based on by Russian artist Igor Seleznev. Structures are automatically generated using the 

software Hyperfun, an international modeling program used to design a virtual object’s form and 

function.  This software was chosen to assist artists with the issues of the representation of a 3D 

model and its shape. Examples of Hyperfun users that utilize both tactile and technological tools 

in their work include; Computer scientist Carlo Sequin, Brent Collins a professional wood 

sculptor, Helaman Ferguson mathematician and sculptor, Bruce Beasley sculptor, Mike King 

creator of Sculptor modeling software, artist Stewart Dickson, artist/ computer specialist William 

Latham, computer scientist Stephen Todd, and Alexei Sourin computer scientist. The authors 

discuss the potential for future technologies that would assist artists. A sculpture space is 

proposed at the end of the paper. This space would showcase original models, virtual live 

manipulation of said models, a capability for visitors to participate in real time to manipulate 

these virtual models, and a plastic casting of manipulated models based on the creations made by 

case study participants. 

Educating about Art by Augmented Reality: New Didactic Mediation Perspectives at 

School and in Museums (Panciroli, Macauda, Russo, 2018) is an International and 

Interdisciplinary Conference IMMAGINI conference paper that discusses the usage of AR apps 
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Quiver and Aurasma for arts competence and cultural awareness in European art education. This 

research depicts the involvement of AR in museum and gallery settings. AR is noted to be used 

by a wide variety of fields and serves to have an active participant rather than a passive one. 

Collecting quantitative data allowed users to design the course to promote student empathy 

through immersive experiences and allowed students to make sense of presented information 

through personal encounters. AR can serve to both support and be a tool in which students create 

(being the user and developer). 

Augmented Reality in Art Education (Smith 2016) is a capstone paper depicting the study 

of K-12 students using Quiver and Aurasma AR apps to create and experience art principles and 

allow for student content creation. There is a lack of AR being incorporated into art courses yet 

surplus of AR applications for art activities. Smith reviews the limitations of cost and lack of 

technical skill preventing the implementation of AR technology in art courses. Smith concludes 

that ultimately instructors are the implementers and organizers of using AR in the art classroom 

and posed suggestions of further research to focus on how AR can be used long term in an 

educational setting effectively. 

Analysis of Studies 

To organize the information that would be presented in the workshop I searched for 

insight on AR curriculum structure, execution, and examples of studies where 

students/instructors were active creators of AR platforms. There was a great emphasis to search 

for papers that specifically related to the use of AR in art classrooms or for art subjects. 

However, due to scarcity, the search broadened to include studies with student developers and 

focused on education overall. Discussing the lack of AR being incorporated into art courses is 

addressed in Augmented Reality in Art Education (Smith 2016). This capstone paper depicts a 
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study of K-12 students using Quiver and Aurasma AR apps to create and experience art 

principles and allow for student content creation. Smith notes there is a lack of AR being 

incorporated into art courses yet a surplus of AR applications for art activities. Specific 

limitations preventing AR implementation into art courses include monetary cost and the 

instructor’s limited technical skills. There was no mention of the NAEA group Art Education 

Technology (AET) which could potentially solve the training and community support for art 

instructors using new technology.  

What helped in the formatting of my instructional materials was the case study of Impact 

of an augmented reality system on students' motivation for a visual art course (Di Serio, Ibáñez, 

Delgado-Kloos, 2013). Researchers discussed the significance of motivation in AR research. The 

six consensual motivation factors (inclusion, attitude, meaning, competence, leadership, and 

satisfaction) were discussed. From the research discussed in the case study, the most common 

occurrences of AR in education are (in the order of most occurrence): Navigation, Interaction, 

and Immersion. This was of help in formatting my workshop because it allowed for a deeper 

understanding of what kind of motivation drives students when using AR technology. Adding 

what kind of interaction occurs aided in organizing when to introduce concepts like history or 

hands-on activities to prevent cognitive overload.  Students and teachers as developers of visual 

learning designs with augmented reality for visual arts education (Buhl, 2017) is an article that 

emphasized the importance of balance between tactile and virtual tools when integrating AR into 

a class curriculum. This gave me the idea to consider various tool types and an ability for 

students to integrate prior knowledge with new skills they would be developing. It also posed the 

notion of better understanding how AR technology can be useful in the arts by including hands-

on work like drawing, painting, sculpting, and storyboarding. Integration of Augmented Reality 
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and Virtual Reality in building information modeling (Boga, Kansagara, Kannan, 2017) is 

another study that drew inspiration into the formatting of my workshop. It was the only paper in 

the literature analysis that had a clear outline of the AR software that was used. Showing 

instructional materials that were used helps future researchers better understand how to structure 

their content. 

Analysis of Class Needs 

New Technologies in the Art Classroom (Greh, 1997) describes art instructor’s concerns 

towards new technologies and how this transition has occurred (with explanation) throughout the 

years. One of the concerns was to find a balance between tool, pedagogy, and subject focus with 

a primary concern for student voice throughout Greh’s chapter. Instructor concerns stem from the 

lack of instructional training during their time of student teaching, losing the premise of art being 

the subject through technology’s novelty, and the lack of evaluation methods for the creation of 

the course itself. Without a solid foundation for course creation using new technology and 

capability for instructors to add and change content, it will impact the formation of pedagogy 

incorporating emerging media. 

A Quiet Revolution in Teacher Training by Cocbrane, Avila, Adams, et al., from the New 

Technologies in Art Education (1997) book discusses technological training for instructors, 

students, and college students. These training sessions are noted for needing to be done in natural 

settings in a classroom. Although the data collection for this study was incomplete, the study 

showed the desired effect of students gaining confidence and productivity for utilizing these 

technological tools. Technology can serve instructors, aid in learning, and has gained parent 

support the writers add. 
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How an Art Teacher Instructed Students With Discovery-Based Electronic Technology by 

Mary Stokrocki from the New Technologies in Art Education (1997) discusses a case study on 

Mario Mendia and the reaction of his students' experience and interaction with computers, 

cameras, and editing in his art classroom. There was a focus on student curiosity of camera 

effects, using steaming devices and a camera to teach contour drawing, using a computer grid to 

teach foreshortening, attention to detail explained through popular videos, and incorporating 

video to teach art history. Mendia had “no-risk” no-grade projects so students would feel more 

comfortable completing new tasks. Results from the study showed encouragement and increase 

in student morale through the incorporation of these technologies as well as skewed perception 

and workarounds to consider when using these tools in the classroom again in the future. 

Kristin G. Congdon’s CAUTION! Technology in the Classroom May Be Harmful (1997) 

discusses questions of privacy, ownership, and control from technological tools and 

advancements. Resolutions proposed include finding a balance in power and control through 

economic sociological means alongside consideration of those that do not wish to incorporate 

technology into their lives. An internal disagree between patience and calmness versus a fast-

paced society ties in with end notes to instructors facing these quick advancements that not all 

new inventions are to replace and to find internal peace and remember relationships with 

students and community to build a lasting foundation in education and as a fellow human being. 

The Medium and the Message: Issues and Concerns Aesthetics of Interactive Technology 

(Francis,1997) mentions an imbalance in pedagogical approaches incorporating new technology 

while considering community needs and input. Francis reaffirms the role of the instructor to be 

the one to choose to use the tools utilized in the classroom and how to use them (leading). The 

suggestion of assigning students as co-facilitators or directors in their own teachings (student-
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centered pedagogy) demonstrates the potential for technology to help bridge gaps in inclusion 

and multiculturalism. 

Diane Gregory in her edited book New Technologies and art education: Implications for 

theory, research, and practice (1997) discusses how technology is evolving at a fast pace and so 

is our society and culture on its dependence on digital tools. Gregory describes modern life being 

much different from when it was ten or twenty years ago as it is more fast paced and more 

stressful. With social roles shifting in the household modern students face a new era in which 

manipulation and the self can be reconstructed yet destroyed through anonymity online. 

Technology has the means to be a source of freedom and control where the body and mind are 

separated into two experiences. Though there are concerns focused on power structures Gregory 

argues that in education with more emphasis on student voice technology can serve as a means 

for students to engage more and become experts in a field, contributing to the structure of the 

class and how they are taught. Intrinsic learning for students, instructors, professionals, and 

communities can stem from utilizing technology and promote deeper learning and better personal 

connections to the information addressed. 

Analysis of Studies 

To determine usefulness and appropriateness of AR inclusion into a classroom I focused 

on studies that considered student input, participation, cultural voice (using non-technological 

methods), community structure, and included discussions on safety and ethical implications of 

using AR. A profound quote from The Medium and the Message: Issues and Concerns Aesthetics 

of Interactive Technology by Barbara Francis states the power dynamic of new technology 

entering the art world, “Art is an idea that is activated through media. The new media provide a 

different kind of environment for ideas to germinate and take shape.” (p.119) Francis reminds the 
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audience of how art practices are conducted and how art is represented. My intention in this 

research is not to promote nor include new technologies for novelty. Francis’ quote is a 

reassuring reminder that new technology is not taking over rather it is a tool that the instructor 

chooses to use. However, lacking pedagogy will affect the incorporation of emerging media 

through lingering concerns. Combined with a lack of instructional training, especially during 

student teaching, and lack of evaluation methods, the instructor is at a disadvantage. Finding 

balance between tool, pedagogy, and subject focus with a primary concern for the student’s voice 

are relatable improvements and gaps in research amongst the literature reviewed in this category. 

A resource that exists for art educators is the Choice-Art Educators (CAE) group. They focus on 

student choice and variety in instructional materials. Merging these concepts of student-centered 

instruction alongside consideration of variety in instructional resources, I was able to better 

understand how to approach presenting the content for my workshop. How an Art Teacher 

Instructed Students With Discovery-Based Electronic Technology by Mary Stokrocki from the 

New Technologies in Art Education (1997) spoke to me because the instructor Mendia had “no-

risk” no-grade projects so students would feel more comfortable completing new tasks. Results 

from the study showed encouragement and an increase in student morale through the 

incorporation of these technologies. Skewed perception and workarounds were factors to 

consider when using these tools in the classroom again in the future. I mention this study because 

it was a large contributor to the outcome of the workshop series. Giving an open work period 

without an expectation to produce a completed project alleviates uncertainty, unnecessarily high 

expectations, and stress for participating students. 
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Patterns, Conflicts, and Gaps 

Patterns 

Common aspects amongst the four literature groupings include effects of AR in the 

classroom, user feedback, and the consideration of consequences (positive and negative) when 

using AR technology for educational purposes. Common approaches include qualitative and 

mixed methods research, using case studies better to analyze conversations and power structure 

between students and instructors. Multiple considerations for future studies include a student-

centered approach, working with technology specialists, and questioning the usefulness and 

variety of AR tools.  

Conflicts 

Studies from the group “Trends in Educational AR” found that the arts (especially 

throughout the early 2000s) ranking high in subjects researched these studies were often limited 

to museum experiences (images or objects placed over existing works). There is also the concern 

of visual arts being combined with another field like humanities in literary research, displaying 

more consideration towards other subjects giving areas like Science and Medicine their own 

categories. It seems that the arts have not extensively been involved with AR as time progresses 

and understand that many factors ceasing or slowing of content creation, such as cost, research, 

and tactile capability, are amongst some limitations. 

Gaps 

Gaps within AR research and the field involve improving technological skills, the ability 

to change the content in an AR tool and research explicitly focused on the subject of art 

education. The majority of research consists of qualitative and mixed methods studies. 

Conducting studies such as Educating about Art by Augmented Reality: New Didactic Mediation 
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Perspectives at School and in Museums (Panciroli, Macauda, Russo, 2018) using a quantitative 

approach would help bring more variety to the types of studies conducted. 

Summary 

Trends in studies depicting the benefits of using AR in education include an increase in 

motivation, collaboration, and visualizing conceptual material. Limitations amongst studies 

include cost, the instructor’s limited technology skills and knowledge, and using qualitative and 

mixed methods over quantitative research. Patterns included a need for student-focused 

pedagogy, collaborating with a technology specialist, and having the ability to manipulate or 

change content when using AR. Significance in these findings reveals how to structure a more 

informed and flexible course using AR technology. These trends and patterns were helpful for 

my research as it provided a lens into how other researchers were planning their studies and the 

considerations afterward for improvements. It was also helpful to better understand why there are 

hesitation and concern in using new technology for education. I understood the need to have the 

technology be a tool, not the center focus. My research touches on issues surrounding many 

studies towards technological skill and knowledge for instructors and students and allows 

students to change or create their own content using AR technology. With this found knowledge, 

I can conduct a more in-depth study that focuses on art instruction and the considerations of how 

to incorporate traditionally tactile tools alongside the use of virtual tools like AR. Outlining the 

design and implementation of my AR workshop course is helpful as it provides a clearer 

understanding of what is being addressed in the curriculum/class. Receiving input from the 

students about how the material is being presented during class sessions gives better insight on 

how to improve the course. This case-study can provide a better understanding of how students 

and teachers can implement AR tools into the art classroom. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

 This thesis explores variety and flexibility in instructional materials to see if providing 

tactile and virtual tools, support for the student, and additional references is a more appropriate 

approach to incorporating augmented reality (AR) technology into the art classroom. Can art 

educators offer a balanced variety of instructional materials that are tactile and digital? What is 

the benefit of providing instructional content outside of class? Would providing a flexible 

curriculum help resolve specific issues found for AR users such as cost, experience, usefulness, 

reliability, and accessing available resources? Chapter three will discuss qualitative research as 

the appropriate methodology for this study and detailed information about participants and 

research sites. This is followed by a breakdown of the resources used, such as the AR workbook, 

website, and slideshows. 

Research Methods 

Digital storytelling was chosen as the project focus due to the topic being broad enough 

for creative input, yet specific enough for students to have a base to build from. I wanted 

students to have more control towards their learning process. Studies such as Art Education 

Reform: Technology as Savior by Diane C. Gregory (1997); New Technologies in the Art 

Classroom by Deborah Greh (1997);  and AR in Education – Cases, Places and Potentials 

(Bower, Howe, McCredie, Robinson, & Grover, 2014) discuss the gap of student-centered 

learning when new media applied to a classroom setting. These studies address technicity and 

better communication with students about their needs to shift traditional pedagogical structures. 

In structuring a student-centered workshop utilizing hybrid instruction (in-person and online), 

my study would in turn fill gaps found in AR research within art education.  
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Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research is defined as, “...understanding a research query as a humanistic or 

idealistic approach… The qualitative method is used to understand people's beliefs, experiences, 

attitudes, behavior, and interactions. It generates non-numerical data.”(Pathak, Jena, & Kalra, 

2013). Many of the current research being conducted in the art education field use qualitative 

methods for in-depth data collection and analysis, as found in An Analysis of Current Research in 

Studies in Art Education and the International Journal of Education Through Art (Milbrandt, 

Miraglia, Zimmerman, 2018). This study fits perfectly with a qualitative approach because this 

method focuses on meaning-making and includes the instructor’s experience. I seek to better 

understand the needs, ideas, feedback, and working styles of the students who use this 

technology for digital storytelling while discussing the workshop organization and creation 

process. Because AR technology is yet to be fully understood and applied, this study will be 

conducted as an exploratory case study that focuses on the experience of participants, but not 

seeking a specific set of outcomes.  

Baxter and Jack in Case Study Research: Design and Methods draw information on 

creating a case study from Case study research: Design and methods (Yin, 2003). Baxter and 

Jack state that “A case study should be conducted when the focus is to answer how and why 

questions, the results cannot be manipulated, the researcher wants to cover contextual 

conditions….there are no clear boundaries between the occurrence and context.” (p.1) Code 

Catalyst fits this description as it addresses gaps in AR research involving usefulness and 

flexibility in learning materials, issues surrounding the technology, and students’ feedback. As 

organized in Preparing a Case Study: A Guide for Designing and Conducting a Case Study for 

Evaluation Input (Neale, Palena, Thapa, & Shyam, 2020), the problem explained, practical 
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methods, results, and challenges from this study will be reviewed and analyzed from resulting 

data.  

Studies such as Impact of an AR System on Students' Motivation for a Visual Art Course 

(Di Serio, Ibáñez, Delgado-Kloos, 2013), Students and Teachers as Developers of Visual 

Learning Designs with AR for Visual Arts Education (Buhl, 2017), and The Impact of AR and 

Virtual Reality Study Material in the Future of Learning by Giuliana Guazzaroni (2017) are 

examples of studies using qualitative research to better understand how AR can be applied to a 

classroom setting. Analyzing student experience and noting what did and did not work during 

data collection helped give me a sense of structure. The only example of a study that included 

course materials in their appendix was Boga, Kansagara, and Kannan’s study Integration of 

Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality in Building Information Modeling: The Next Frontier in 

Civil Engineering Education (2017). Although I have not found many studies that include a 

complete curriculum, the impact of providing such documentation to student-teachers would 

prove useful for future research. 

Research Site 

 Code Catalyst workshops focused on student reaction and classroom structure. Although 

lessons were originally designed to be in-person in an effort for more tactile tools to be used, the 

class was restructured to also be offered online. Students were able to interact with live AR 

examples (in the first class at the maker space and in classes two and three at home). Students 

were also given the ability to lead discussions and voice opinions and thoughts towards the 

provided text as well as ideas for what they wished to create. 
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Catalyst Studios 

Having worked for CATalyst studios, formally called the iSpace maker space, I was able 

to directly ask staff members for potential classroom space and what equipment was available for 

public use. I chose CATalyst studios because the resources available would inspire students in 

the workshop. Another advantage was that other professionals in the space for guidance and a 

variety of tools such as laser cutters and 3D printers were accessible during and after the 

conclusion of the workshop. 

 

Figure 3.1: CATalyst maker space workshop area (from the outside patio) 

The maker space was designed to be open to the public and offers workshops equipped with 

creative tools. Its spacious and woodshop-like crafting area made it the perfect classroom to hold 

a workshop aimed at creativity, hand-held activities, and enough room to create a student-

centered work area for discussion. 

Online Workshop (Zoom) 

When the course shifted online to Zoom (a video meeting application) due to the 

restriction of COVID-19, it allowed for various types of students to sign up for the course, 

including their family/others, and to log in from any location with the materials being presented 
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virtually via website and follow-up emails. Zoom allowed students to share their screens and if-need-

be allow for the instructor to take control of the student’s computer (with their permission) to 

demonstrate solutions, techniques, and skills in the AR development software or to assist with other 

issues. The second, and third workshop sessions consisted of five consecutive meetings lasting two 

hours each. Lecture-based teaching was used more frequently in the second- and third-class sessions 

due to the limited availability to present instructional materials as formatted in the first session. In 

order to facilitate the workshop through a Zoom setting, I created a website featuring instructional 

videos, slideshows, and a resources page that linked to outside software. The instructional workbook 

was left as a supplemental guide for those who would prefer a tactile method of learning and would 

use Unity and Vuforia as their AR tools of choice. With the introduction of a website, students could 

find the right tools for their projects. 

Research Participants 

Students were recruited through a signup sheet for the workshop that was accessible through 

the CATalyst maker space’s website and their email newsletter. Participants signed up voluntarily 

and were notified in the first session that the workshop is part of a research study. Students were 

given the choice to participate or withdraw from the study but all of them participated in the 

workshop. Nine students participated in the first workshop session, three for the second workshop 

session, and one for the third session. Their demographics included 4 college students, one HR 

representative and workshop presenter, two international students, two international students that 

were also instructors (one specifically science), two fine arts administrators, one doctoral student, and 

an art instructor. Omitting that the workshop was a part of a research study from the workshop ad for 

the first session was done so that the class may discuss in person any questions, and avoid the 

potential avoidance of the workshop due to terminology that might scare away students. This issue 

was a lesson learned from my past experience with the Floating Farm workshop. I suspected fewer 

participants for the second and third workshops because of addressing the research study. However, 

many factors are to be 
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considered when reviewing low student turnouts such as the pandemic and limited time for 

students enrolled in the course due to other commitments. A maximum of 20 students could sign 

up for the workshop that included anyone over the age of 19 and not currently in high school. 

Beginners in the workshop description were encouraged to sign up as this would help alleviate 

(in terminology) the notion that AR was only for those that already knew about the technology 

and have worked with it before. 

Workshop Outline 

This workshop series was designed to inform students of AR’s uses, history, and social 

usage to proceed in understanding how to build with the technology. By developing a better 

understanding of AR’s origins and how it functions students could relate more closely to the tool 

and plan how they would use AR to illustrate a digital narrative. Beginning with several 

inventions proceeding the coined term Augmented Reality, students learned about failed attempts 

and different forms of AR technology and how it was used. This allowed for discussion on the 

different fields that use AR. Students were then able to try several free applications before 

preparing for their project by creating a storyboard. Moving forward, students then learned how 

to create 3D models to include in their virtual space and how to start a “marker-AR” project. 

Students were also encouraged to incorporate hand-drawn illustrations alongside any other 

artmaking processes during development. Several options for different AR applications and 

toolsets were discussed to consider flexibility and choice. At the conclusion of the workshop 

series students presented their stories along with a short statement explaining their narrative 

which was then placed on the student website. Their projects were then posted on the class 

website to be shared or added to their personal portfolio. 
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Workbooks 

The Code Catalyst workbook contains information about the history, social usage, and 

functional capability of AR technology. Code Catalyst also was designed to help students create 

a physical and virtual space for a narrative using AR. The workbook was designed to allow 

students to take notes throughout the chapters (in designated, blank boxes on page bottoms) and 

read the author's “notes and commentary” listed throughout the chapters to give more of the 

impression of a journal. All software used and selected for this course was free and available for 

download on a personal computer. At the beginning of each chapter, definitions of terms were 

introduced. The workbook was meant to serve as a better beginner guide and allow for vast 

amounts of new information to be distributed into smaller sessions so it could be retained by the 

student who was expected to have no prior knowledge of AR or immediate resources to access 

such information. This contrasts with AR guidebooks such as Visual C# for Kids by Conrod and 

Tylee (2017) where their teaching style is not to be altered or expected to provide additional 

information for the reader. 

Chapter one in the workbook (Appendix D) provides a definition of AR and goes on to 

describe the technologies that led to current AR tech from 1862 to 2017. Current users and 

developers of AR in varying professions are discussed as well as the types of AR and the more 

complex technical aspects of AR functioning on a tablet or cellular device. The chapter 

concludes with the students creating storyboards for their narratives. Chapter two focuses on 

“Marker-AR '' and how an image will project virtual content when placed in front of a camera 

through the software Vuforia (AR function in Unity) and Unity (game engine to create the AR 

app). Chapter three has blank pages for students to sketch and plan the virtual and physical 

components of their project. A paper-crafting tutorial is introduced to transition to a discussion 
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on incorporating hand-drawn images as texture (skins) to 3D models. Students then upload their 

hand-drawn textures onto a virtual cube. By placing texture on a virtual cube, the student can get 

an idea of how to utilize images drawn with physical components and then scan and incorporate 

said textures/images into their virtual models or environment. Chapter four describes how to 

create 3D models using an online software called Tinkercad. Students then are able to place their 

3D models into Unity and test their AR marker created in the previous chapter. Sound effects and 

particles (rain effects, fire, etc.) are reviewed in Chapter five. Students can upload the description 

of their scene and music and enhance their scene with visual effects of particles or natural effects 

like rain and fire. The workbook’s appendix includes instructions to export the AR application to 

an iOS or Android device as well as running the application on a web camera if no device is 

available. Troubleshooting tips and recommendations are also listed. 

     Creation of the Code Catalyst workbook came from reworking the Floating Farm 

workbook (see chapter one) and considering a general audience rather than catering to a 

particular audience. My research focuses on participants ages 19+ and not currently in high 

school due to the location, time, and availability of resources to those that were in the community 

and could return to the workshop for six consecutive weekends. Reworking the book came from 

inspiration reading Child Development 101 for Interactive Media Designers (Buck Leitner, 

2016), and Craig Hickman’s Development Rules (2012), and the creation of the kid’s digital art 

software KidPix,  as well as layout ideas from Help Your Kids with Computer Coding 

(Vorderman, 2014) by DK Publishing. I did not focus on the consideration of a younger audience 

in the development and layout of the information, but the instructional material was not 

necessarily age focused. Rather, the AR instructional materials focused on how to distribute such 

new and complex knowledge into manageable and organized chunks where one could navigate 
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on their own or with additional assistance. When I first started college and would work with a lot 

of new information, I would keep a sketchbook/journal to highlight important points and keep 

track of ideas, questions that came to mind, and gave me a space to draw. Keeping a written 

record was difficult but it helped with organization, gave me a space to make mistakes, and 

served as a medium to where I could re-work half-developed ideas. Designing the workbook in 

the format of a journal was an attempt to create a space where students could feel free to write 

and draw and soften the appearance of a development guide. I also included “author’s notes” in 

ink-like handwriting alongside hand-sketched illustrations to give a more casual look. Taking 

inspiration from Stokrockis’ How an Art Teacher Instructed Students with Discovery-Based 

Electronic Technology, I included non-graded assignments. I also considered Lichty’s (2014) AR 

aesthetics, noting that "The space of AR is peculiar in that it is representationally fluid, 

dependent on many factors. Depending on modality - fiducial, planar, locative, environmental, or 

embodied - the relationship of the viewers position to the subject can be relative, interactive, or 

locative" (p. 326).  The structure of this workshop not only had to be inviting and encouraging 

for the students to create and voice improvements and take control of their learning process but 

to also open the discussion of what AR could be used for and how to make the tool useful. 

Code Catalyst Website 

 The Code Catalyst website is an addition that was added at the conclusion of the first 

workshop session. Workshop sessions were originally designed to be delivered in-person. 

However, once I found that participants needed additional resources (and the inability to hold 

classes in-person due to the pandemic) I reformatted the course to be published online. Using the 

software Wix I generated the website to provide more detailed slideshows as well as a panel to 
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host student projects, a contact page, and a resource page. Students could revisit the material 

covered in each class as well as view instructional videos, documents, and links.  

Figure 3.2: The Code Catalyst workshop website home page 

Figure 3.3: Layout of Class Two on Code Catalyst website 
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Figure 3.4: Resources page on Code Catalyst website 

Slideshows 

 Slideshows were originally created as brief guides for in-class work while I went around 

the space assisting students during open work periods in class one. These slides mirrored 

condensed information presented in the workbook and covered what was demonstrated in class. 

The brief guides quickly evolved into more detailed presentations with recommendations by the 

students for more resource materials and the switch-over to a virtual classroom. Eventually, with 

the second class being completely online the slideshows were a cleaner way to present 

information instead of bouncing around several open windows to demonstrate many different 

resources. It also allowed for students to follow along on their own time (in classes two and 

three) if they needed to return to the class session via the website. Information that was not 

covered on the slideshows was filmed and presented as a video tutorial on the website or emailed 

to students. 
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Data Collection 

Data collected for the study includes two surveys (post and pre-workshop), in-person 

interviews, and instructor observations. The pre-workshop survey consists of nine questions 

while the post-survey consists of seven questions with both being held in English and in Spanish 

later. Interviews lasted a duration of 10-15 minutes and consisted of six questions. Video 

transcripts were later added to the study to collect student feedback and quotes during the course 

(to analyze later) while the instructor was presenting online. Observations logged by the 

instructor consist of experiences, improvements, etc. Originally the workshop was to last six 

weeks, consisting of five workshop days and one presentation day for students to present their 

work publicly. However, this first workshop was revised for online teaching to five consecutive 

days lasting two hours each class period. The closest pre-existing data that is used in the study is 

the Floating Farm workbook. Throughout the workshop session, I took notes that were later 

transferred onto a word document. Pictures were taken of students working from the first in-

class session, and screenshots of virtual students from workshop sessions two and three do not 

have identifiable features or faces but include projects in progress and in-class demonstrations. 
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Pre-Course Survey Questions 

Q1: Where have you heard the term Augmented Reality (AR)? If you are unfamiliar with the term 

describe what it could be. 

Q2: If you have seen an example of AR did you use the tool/product yourself? 

Q3: Would you consider yourself a maker or tinkerer? 

Q4: What scares or would prevent you from using AR technology? 

Q5: Do you think there are any benefits to using AR in education or the arts? 

Q6: Describe how you like to take notes/study/plan for events. 

Q7: How do you like to work? 

Q8: What concerns do you have about this workshop? Do you look forward to taking this course? 

Q9: Do you feel there is an age limitation to making or using AR? 

Table 1: Pre-Course Survey Questions 
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Interview Questions 

Q1. Overall, how do you feel about the course and work environment? 

Q2. How far along are you on your project? Do you feel you can present or are you more 

interested in the creation process? 

Q3. Are there aspects that frustrate you or are efficient? 

Q4. Do you feel what information presented is useful? 

Q5. Would you feel confident in sharing what you learned with friends, family, or your 

community? 

Q6. Would you continue to work with this technology or your project? Why or why not? 

Table 2: Interview Questions 
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Post-Course Survey Questions 

Q1. Describe or define Augmented Reality (AR) 

Q2. List 3 things that you learned about AR from this workshop 

Q3. List 3 things you knew about AR before coming in to this workshop 

Q4. Is this something you would like to attend again in the future? Why or why not? 

Q5. Would you be interested in friends, family, or colleagues attending? 

Q6. Would you utilize/ use this technology in the future? 

Q7. What is one thing you would like future students to know (who attend this course)? 

Table 3: Post-Course Survey Questions 
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Data Analysis 

A thematic analysis was conducted, specifically using inductive coding to create 

categories and define patterns and relationships between data. Using inductive coding I was able 

to generate unique categories based on the data. In the first workshop session (conducted in-

person) data collection involved taking photographs, taking observational notes, interviews and 

surveys. Workshop sessions two and three (held online) consisted of data including photographs 

via screenshots, observational notes, online interviews, surveys, and video transcripts. I have 

included email discussions only to note student’s thoughts towards the course when met with 

challenging circumstances that kept them from finishing or continuing the workshop classes. 

Summary 

Qualitative research is the best approach to this study due to the humanistic qualities and 

focuses on outcomes of an experience rather than specific numerical results. This case study 

explores various methods of instruction to provide better support and clarity for students. 

Consisting of hybrid instruction through the Catalyst Studios maker space and Zoom 

teleconference platform, resulting data will be reviewed using thematic analysis and categorized 

through inductive coding. Students will learn of AR history, learn of current developers in 

several fields, and can try an AR application before delving into using the technology to illustrate 

a digital story. Information addressed in the workshop is also available through a printed 

workbook, slideshows, and a website with instructional videos and free online resources. In the 

next chapter, I will be discussing data collected from the workshop sessions and notable patterns 

and themes that resulted from the three classes. 
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Chapter 4: Data and Analysis

This thesis explores the melding of tactile and virtual tools to see if variety and flexibility 

in instructional materials is a more appropriate approach to incorporating augmented reality 

technology into art education. Chapter four presents data collected from interviews, surveys, 

video transcripts, observation notes, and how the data was analyzed to explain how hybrid 

methods and student influence shaped the course. We will then discuss if a workbook or website 

is an efficient medium for the course material, the benefits of providing instructional content 

outside of class, whether one can find balance in tactile and digital tools while creating with 

augmented reality, and if the formatting of the course alleviate certain issues instructors and 

students face when using the technology (such as cost, experience, usefulness, reliability, and 

available resources.) 

Data Collection 

Data collection during the first round of workshops (conducted in-person) involved 

taking photographs, taking observational notes, interviews, and surveys. For the second and third 

rounds of workshops that were held online, photographs via screenshots, observational notes, 

online interviews, surveys. and video transcripts were the data samples collected. Email 

discussions were included only to highlight student’s thoughts and feelings towards the course 

when met with challenging circumstances that prevented them from attending the workshop. To 

analyze this data, I conducted a thematic analysis using the software MAXQDA to create 

categories and define patterns and relationships between data samples. Inductive coding was 

used to generate unique categories based on the data (Backett & Davison, 1995; Thomas, 2013). 

Data post-analysis revealed Instructional Resources and Student Interaction as two main 
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concepts. Instructional Resources was split into categories under; flexibility, clarity, and 

availability. Student Interaction had two categories of support and (user) experience. 

Data Results 

In this section, I will begin by reviewing summaries of each of the class sessions. Next, 

delving into data concepts of Instructional Resources and Student Interaction, the chapter will 

conclude with a discussion on the findings. Instructional Resources reviews data on the basis of 

time flexibility, clarity, and availability for students during the workshops. Student Interaction 

reviews data that demonstrates support through the instructor or resources and the student’s 

workshop experience. 

Observations 

Session One 

During the first workshop nine students participated. There was some hesitation and 

confusion towards the student-centered approach and learning that the workshop would be part 

of a research study. There was also the issue of students receiving printouts of the first chapter, 

being notified that the physical workbooks would be available the next class. However, after 

explaining what the course would consist of digital storytelling with augmented reality and 

having students voice their concerns and play with examples of AR applications (Figure 4.1) and 

receive a tour of the maker space seeing what tools and materials were available for use, many 

for free, there was far more acceptance and discussion. Students were somewhat open to 

discussing their thoughts on augmented reality’s past and contributing technologies to the field. 

Because there was so much content to discuss, questions asked, they seemed surprised to learn 

how lengthy of a history there is. A typo was noted, and the class had a discussion on good 

observation and going “beyond” workbooks to develop a self-sufficient mindset. Once the class 
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had settled there were more questions surrounding the capabilities of augmented reality and the 

suggestion of examples sent via email. Taking notes in their workbooks and conducting further 

research as a developer and creator was also addressed. The following week’s material was 

briefed at the end of class alongside needing to complete an online survey after class. Pre-

surveys were sent in an email the following day. 

Figure 4.1: Students trying augmented reality samples in workshop day 1 (Merge Cube) 

Day two of the workshop the following weekend, students were more open and ready to 

work. Workbooks and “Unity Cheat-sheets” (showing the quick controls for the software) were 

distributed, ideas shared, and each student received a laptop to work on. Unfortunately, a large 

portion of the class was used to download and open the software Unity to begin reviewing the 

interface. Because of password, download and login issues the class instead went online to use 

the free 3D modeling tool Tinkercad and began creating their own 3D models. The software 

Vuforia, also online, was reviewed and students learned how to upload a marker that would show 

their 3D model. Though the instructions were provided in the book there was still a lot of 

revisiting during the demonstration and live preview performed on a projector screen in the 

makerspace. Overall, students were excited to begin making and towards the end of the class, 
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discussed their projects and ideas through one-on-one check-ins. Students made the request of a 

follow-up email of the next class’s agenda, a live AR example made by the instructor, and the 

software that we had reviewed that day. Emails were sent a few days after alongside individual 

YouTube clips of examples that matched or deemed similar to student projects discussed. It was 

a bit concerning creating a live example for the class to view from the viewpoint as an art 

instructor as I did not want students making assumptions or critiquing their own work based on 

what I had created. Ultimately, it was decided that this would be an example and not a fully 

developed project. And in using the same tools it would also help give an idea and full 

explanation as to how the scene was built and how students could re-create or manipulate for 

their own work (if it fit into their plans).  

Figure 4.2: Students taking notes, testing AR apps in workshop day 3 session one 

Workshop day three the laptops had the password issue resolved and the laptops could 

now open the Unity software and allow for downloads. Using the projector screen, we reviewed 

the interface and used the laminated cheat sheets to discuss how one would navigate the 

software. After some confusion and frustration, there was a unanimous decision not to use the 

cheat sheets. Students claimed it was much easier for the instructor to show them/repeat where 
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certain tools were and to practice than rely on a chart and have to reread on their own. Presenting 

the augmented reality demo I created (Figure 4.3), I reviewed the creation process of the first 3D 

model made in Tinkercad, Vuforia where I chose the marker image that the 3D model would pop 

up from, and then the Unity scene and where the 3D model and marker image was placed. The 

rest of the class period was dedicated to working openly and going around assisting/answering 

questions. There was a request of creating instructions or a video of how to save and export your 

project to open in unity at your home computer. 

Figure 4.3: Instructor AR Example in Tinkercad (left) and Unity (right) for class session one 

The fourth and final day of the first workshop session ended up being online via the 

Zoom platform due to the outbreak of COVID-19 and to the closing of the maker space site. 

Only one student was able to join the online meeting and received some input on their project 

and what steps on their end to take to complete their project scene. A one-on-one interview was 

conducted as well as discussing the wellbeing of the student. I had decided to end the workshop 

early but still assist if a student wanted to continue their work.  
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Session Two 

The second class session consisted of three students starting the course with two students 

staying until the end. However, this did provide the change to better communicate and get to 

know each student. Using Zoom the workshop had gone completely online and lasted five days 

with each class lasting about two hours each. On the first day students were informed that they 

had the choice to be a part of the study or to opt out and stay for just the workshop. All students 

volunteered to continue with the study. Of the students (we will call them by unidentifiable 

letters), two were art administrators and one a musician. The presentation of augmented reality 

app examples, the formatting of the class sessions through a syllabus, and website were covered. 

At the end of the class students were left with an assignment to write a short story in a few 

sentences to bring in the next day with sketches or a storyboard. Encouragement to try the 

presented augmented reality apps was emphasized due to limits in time and being in a virtual 

space that did not have immediate AR examples to try. Day two of the workshop consisted of 

students presenting their short stories the AR projects would be based on. After project 

presentations we discussed the software Tinkercad, logging in, and how to create basic shapes 

and navigate the interface. Once the class was close to concluding Student A popped in and 

apologized for being late. Because Student B and C had their assignment for the day to create 3D 

models for their AR spaces I stayed after with Student A to run through logging in and basic 

functions as well as the assignment for the day. It was explained that the full navigation of the 

software was in a video on the website under class two. After that day Student A emailed me to 

state that they could not continue with the course due to time restrictions and would be interested 

in a future workshop. During class three, Students B and C shared how they had helped one 

another (See Figures 4.4 and 4.5) while working on their 3D models. There was a discussion 
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about my own experiences that led to the explanation of the reformatting of the workshop (after 

session one) to allow students to choose from a variety of software while still retaining their 

project idea as the center focus. Afterward it was settled that Spark AR, due to its ability to be 

spread across a wider audience of users and its low space to download on a computer, would be 

the tool for both of their projects. 

Figure 4.4: Example of Student B’s bus in Spark AR, class session two 
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Figure 4.5: Example of Student C’s guitar models in Tinkercad during class session two 

During days 4 and 5 both students continued to work back and forth between Tinkercad and 

Spark AR. Additionally, Student B had prior knowledge and fondness for 3D modeling and had 

several questions during this timeframe about Blender. In the class statement to future students in 

the post-survey one of the responses read, “I would like them to know that although AR seems to 

be overwhelming for new students with limited technological capabilities, the software covered 

in this class is friendly to first-time users.” (Code Catalyst Post-Workshop Survey, September 

25th, 2020) 

Session Three 

The third session of this course involved a student that was also an art instructor at a 

school. We shall call them Student D. On the first day of class Student D decided to be a part of 

the study. We discussed their experience with augmented reality (AR). We proceeded just as the 

second session and went over the history, social influence, and live AR examples. In the second 

class, Student D surprised me by reviewing the online videos, supplemental YouTube videos, and 
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slides beforehand. They were ready to discuss new content involving the 3D modeling software 

Tinkercad. My tutorial did go more in-depth to the basic tools on Tinkercad than the ones 

Student D had covered as we still had several features of the interface and lingering questions. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Example of Student D’s Maritime project in Tinkercad class session three 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Example of Student D’s Maritime project in Clara.io, class session three 
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Student D’s project centered around Maritime information and directed the user to learn more 

about ships and their features. There was some confusion over the homework assignment being 

exact to its name (storyboarding). I provided clarification that it was a tool to help flush out ideas 

for a story. In the third and fourth classes we had discussed using software called Clara.io (an 

online 3D modeling software) to include pre-made 3D models and outside materials to then 

upload and host using the augmented reality feature of the app for Sketchfab (a 3D model host 

website). Clara.io was introduced after Student D noted their limitations of downloading content 

onto their computer. Class five was canceled due to Student D having internet connectivity 

issues; however, the student did submit their materials to be hosted on the Code Catalyst website. 

Survey and Interview Data 

Revisiting the survey and interview data the pre-survey asks questions that reflect the 

student’s experience and knowledge towards augmented reality technology as well as self-

reflection towards working styles. Insight into the usefulness of augmented reality technology as 

well as concerns and limitations are noted. Interview questions reflect on the student’s feelings 

towards the course as well as how they are feeling towards the delivery of information, structure, 

and connections to the workshop material. Post-survey questions revisit the student’s knowledge 

of augmented reality technology and allow the student to reflect on what was learned. Questions 

about future endeavors with the technology, sharing their knowledge with others, and future 

development and improvements are also addressed. 

Session One 

Out of the planned two surveys, in-person interviews, and recorded instructor 

observations. Only the pre-survey and one interview were obtained from the students alongside 
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observation notes. It is to be noted that a large outside factor (the occurrence of the COVID-19 

pandemic) was the contributor to this change and what data was obtained and analyzed. Pre-

workshop survey (See Table 1 in Chapter three) results came from only two participants out of 

the original nine. From their responses the main sources of hearing about/seeing augmented 

reality examples came from large companies (Microsoft, Vive, Leap, etc.) and social media apps 

of their tools/games. Some had to look up the definition of AR as they were not completely sure 

what it was or what the technology was used. Personal experience using or seeing augmented 

reality apps was through Snapchat or YouTube. Students considered themselves creators, makers, 

or tinkerers (this question was addressing a working style of either reworking with available 

materials or generating new and original ideas). Fears that came with using augmented reality 

ranged from not knowing how to properly use the technology and the unknown long-lasting 

psychological results from daily exposure. Benefits that could come from AR were listed as 

keeping student’s attention, hand-use or physical interaction, and facilitation of learning and 

exposure to new forms of tools (exploration). Students equally kept notes through paper/physical 

writing just as commonly as keeping electronic notes. Most preferred to work in small groups or 

alone. Participants were eager to learn new things and looked forward to the workshop while 

noting their reliance on free university tools and hoping there were similar accommodations 

available to continue to work. When they were asked a final question about age-limitations 

concerning the capability to use augmented reality, they responded that it relies on a person’s 

ability to use the computer. Otherwise, age did not deem as an issue towards participants when 

creating with AR. Of the one-on-one interviews in the first workshop session, one student was 

available and responded as they were the only one able to log on to the class when it was moved 

online via Zoom. The student mentioned that they felt comfortable and excited about the course. 
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They felt a little behind on their project but felt that the information made sense and that they 

knew the steps they would need to get to a good point in their project. To keep it simple and 

manageable to finish within 2-3 weeks, their project would consist of placing a moving 3D 

model on top of a PowerPoint slide to reinforce the notes provided on the slide. There was some 

frustration with the Unity interface but once clarified and revisited a few times, it became easier. 

The participant did mention they would like to revisit this workshop when offered again, 

as a refresher, and bring their friends to learn about the technology and how to apply it to their 

fields. Also, the student planned to continue their PowerPoint project in their teaching. Because 

of the course for the first session concluding early participants did not complete the post-

workshop survey. After the meeting of about an hour, no other participants joined the online 

meeting. Since moving the class online there was additional research conducted to see if student 

work could be hosted online or there was some way to allow students to present their work. 

Unfortunately, there was no solution that did not require vast amounts of coding on the student’s 

end (A-Frame seemed like the most plausible that could host AR projects through a website) or 

that was powerful enough to host their individual projects (going beyond a single 3D model over 

a marker). 

Sessions Two and Three 

Students A, B, C, and D in session two (with student D in session three) filled out the pre-

survey in class during the first day. Their results showed that they were somewhat familiar with 

the term augmented reality (AR) but most had not experienced playing with the technology 

firsthand. In the pre-survey Student D noted that they had some prior experience with augmented 

reality but had a stronger artistic background. Most considered themselves tinkerers than makers 

(again addressing the individual’s working style). Understanding coding languages and people 
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not wanting to try their project were amongst concerns they had in using augmented reality. All 

students agreed that there are benefits to using AR technology, and most students used a 

computer to keep track of notes. They preferred to work alone and showed little concerns or 

issues with participating in the workshop except for one student having time constraints. None of 

the students felt that there was an age limitation to developing with augmented reality. In the 

post-workshop survey Students B, C and D were able to note defining terms for augmented 

reality and pose three things they learned throughout the workshop period. In turn, they related to 

what they had acquired before coming into the workshop after considering what was gained. All 

students would be interested in their communities being a part of a future workshop presentation 

and there was an initiative to continue their development using AR technology. 

During the interview process Students B and C noted their increase in experience and 

knowledge since joining the course. Most of the responses focused on the pace of the class 

meeting the needs of a student new to using so much technology. Learning new material and 

needing time to process was a frustration both Student B and C faced. Despite limitations in time 

(as 5 days was a bit short for the ideas they wanted to include in their projects) there was an 

expression of interest to continue and add onto projects outside of class. Student C expressed the 

potential arts classrooms could receive with the availability of free resources available. “And so I 

think that there is so much- and classroom safety you know. It can be well accomplished within 

this software that is available already. We have just not yet understood it.” (Personal 

Communication, August 14th, 2020) 

Summary 

Survey and interview data from all three workshop sessions focus on students having 

more confidence in augmented reality technology, a high number of those that would continue to 
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work with the technology after the course, and a variety of narratives with no two alike 

throughout the three sessions. Although the curriculum underwent many changes, the 

suggestions provided at the end of one course aided in the teaching of the next. Ultimately, this 

allowed for insight on the online and in-person versions of the workshop. In the discussion 

portion, I will break down the results into categories and note the significance of the findings 

towards the research question and sub-questions. 

Data Analysis 

This section will review the data concepts of Instructional Resources and Student 

Interaction, their subcategories, how the data created these categories, and how they contribute to 

the study’s research question. Would more flexibility, richer information, and variations of 

instruction in using augmented reality for artistic creation make it reasonable for art instructors 

to incorporate AR technology into their course? Sub-questions that will also be addressed 

involve if a workbook or website is an efficient medium for the course material, the benefits of 

providing instructional content outside of class, whether one can find balance in tactile and 

digital tools while creating with augmented reality, and if the formatting of the course alleviates 

certain issues instructors and students face when using the technology (such as cost, experience, 

usefulness, reliability, and available resources). Instructional Resources was set as a category to 

describe how students saw the nature of the instructional materials presented and the execution 

of information by the instructor. Student Interaction focuses on the reactions and input of 

students towards the course overall. The data analyzed for these categories include interviews, 

surveys, video transcripts, and email discussions. 
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 Instructional Resources 

Generated to note the responses students had towards course materials the Instructional 

Resources concept is broken down into subcategories of availability, clarity, and time flexibility. 

Availability of instructional materials sought how students would be able to access the 

information and the location it would be provided. This considered how the workbook, 

slideshows, instructional videos, and lectures were being presented to the students and how they 

encountered them (either in person or through the class website). Clarity of the instructional 

materials includes the need for clarification in the instructional materials, the connection of 

information to live examples, and the timing and delivery of information. Time flexibility 

focuses on the limitations of time for students due to full schedules, outside commitments, 

technical difficulties, and outside circumstances as well as the ability to conclude the workshop 

with a semi-completed project. 

Student Interaction 

Focusing on the reactions of students and input towards the workshop series Student 

Interaction is broken down into subcategories of support and experience. Support involves 

patience and student concerns. Experience reviews interest in learning, initial skill sets, and 

building understanding. Delving into the support subcategory, patience was depicted to be the 

appreciation from the student towards the instructor for extra time taken to re-state or review 

material, flexibility in schedule and submitting documents, and feeling they could ask any 

question (with something that was unknown to both instructor and the student being researched 

by the instructor and presented the following class or in a follow-up email). Student concerns 

focused on the needs of the student with unease stemming from the newness of augmented 

reality technology (namely, health concerns), the fear of failure, fears of needing to develop 
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many skills in a short period of time, not fully understanding how to use the technology, and time 

constraints that resulted in withdrawal from the course. Subcategory Experience noted student 

interest in learning, initial skill sets, and building understanding. Student interest in learning 

noted the frustration shown by students in needing time with new materials but pushing through 

for interest in subject matter and excitement for the course. Initial skill sets included student’s 

prior knowledge of AR technology and skillsets before signing up for the workshop (such as 

working styles and self-consciousness towards skill sets). Building understanding focused on 

students overcoming obstacles and achieving goals, self-satisfaction in the creation process 

(enjoying their work and feeling their work is contributing to the fields of art and augmented 

reality), positive attitude and planning for future endeavors. 

Connections 

After reviewing the concepts and subcategories I found general repeating themes of 

resilience, compromise, attitude, and understanding. Overall, from the data sources of interviews, 

surveys, video transcripts, and email discussions students showed improvement and fulfillment 

working from limited environments. With a mindset of contributing to new technology and 

having a deep understanding of the history, use, and capabilities of the tool (augmented reality), 

students showed interest to continue their projects after the conclusion of the workshop series. 

Compromise is defined as students needing to work within limited parameters. This is expressed 

by needing to work in a virtual environment and work with tools that they normally would not 

use in artmaking (such as a game engine and the AR software). Resilience marks instances where 

students overcome obstacles to meet their goals, mainly in working with tight deadlines and 

technical difficulties. The excerpt is taken from an interview with a student: 
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I think for me, like with my goals coming into this the creation process was definitely 

what I was intending on focusing on. So while I don't feel exceptionally far along. Like, I 

feel far enough along that if I were able to put several days of real work into it, it would 

be, you know, I would be like finished with it. But at the moment, I also feel pretty 

confident in like, just the… my grasp on Tinker CAD specifically and then the 

understanding of the several different programs that you can use to deliver the AR 

experience. So yeah, definitely. We're interested in the creation process and looking 

forward to teaching the kids about it. (Personal Communication, September 25th, 2020) 

Although the student was not able to fully complete their virtual narrative by the fifth workshop 

day due to their limited schedule, they felt confident to continue after the class was over and 

present what they had learned to their own class. Most of the students expressed interest to 

continue or improve their projects outside of the class, despite needing to present on the final day 

of the workshop. Confidence in skills and the resources available demonstrated the desire to push 

forward for the sake of the end product or the experience. Understanding is shown in the data of 

students helping one another, suggesting improvements to the course, and listing additional 

learning resources. Listed below is a response from a student during an interview session: 

And I love that you went through um, real-life examples of what you already developed 

and how you used the technology. That was really helpful for me to comprehend the 

capabilities of what it is AR. Cause I don’t think people really understand how it can be 

used, so it was really helpful that you went through, um, like the museum of art coloring 

pages. That is something that I think could be really realistic for an organization. I’m an 

arts administrator so part of what why I wanted to take this course was to know what is 
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already being done with AR that we can incorporate into arts administration. (Personal 

Communication, August 14th, 2020) 

This student addressed an issue of users not fully understanding the nature of the technology 

(augmented reality). In addressing the issue, the student noted that more background information 

and hands-on examples would add to the experience as well as the implied understanding of 

usefulness when being applied to classrooms. The fourth theme of attitude was addressed by the 

positive vocabulary put towards the course itself during interviews and in email messages where 

students needed to drop out of the class but asked about future classes to continue their work. 

Connecting to the research questions the incorporation of both tactile and virtual 

instructional materials did provide more flexibility for the students that was met with 

appreciation as recorded in interviews and email data. Choice for a student was an important 

factor in determining how to structure their work plan for their project as well as provide relief in 

there not being a tight deadline (students were free to present their work and continue beyond the 

class sessions). The workbook and website were helpful in presenting the materials; however, it 

was clear that the website was used more frequently. This could be due to the website being 

readily available to students when they chose rather than needing to gather a pen or writing 

materials to create notes on paper. This ties into the notion of benefits of providing additional 

content outside of class. With the website hosting instructional videos, the schedule and class 

materials reviewed during presentations provided “relief” for students to not necessarily 

mesmerize all content provided in the allotted time of 2 hour class periods as well as provide 

clarity and a different learning style. Balance in the tactile and digital tools in art creation using 

augmented reality was skewed with the need to place the course completely online. Because of 

the inability for students to print or interact with physical objects that would be provided in an 
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in-class setting, there is still room for improvement on the types of tactile tools provided versus 

digital with augmented reality development in an art class. The workshop series did help 

alleviate the issues of cost, experience, available resources, and usefulness through the variety of 

instructional materials presented, the knowledge of the instructor, and resources and alternatives 

presented to students based on their working styles and what equipment they had readily 

available. However, reliability in the augmented reality technology itself is a factor that still 

needs to be addressed due to the nature of their software or tool that fits for every individual 

student. 

Bias and Validity 

Having worked and known the staff and maker space where the study was conducted in 

the operation of equipment, I understood what was available in the space prior to the study in 

terms of materials, tools, and resources. However, flexibility and improvisation were key to AR 

classes. I noted that my limited past teaching experiences of AR and alternatives or substitutes 

coming from external circumstances contributed to the success or failure of the workshops. For 

example, the benefits of Code Catalyst workbooks developed and used by the researcher 

(myself) were limited in this case study. Perhaps this can be discussed further in future studies, as 

I realized it was highly used outside of class by students. I argue that a resource material whether 

utilized a little or throughout most of the class sessions is still essential as an option for a 

student's future learning or resource. Due to my background serving as both the technician and 

instructor, I did not come across the issues of technical knowledge, demonstrations, and other 

problems. However, I see a vast research gap teaching augmented reality, such as students being 

“makers” or peer-teacher in their classroom (as listed in Chapter two) and the instructor’s role as 
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a facilitator or mentor ( Bower, Howe, McCredie, Robinson, Grover, 2014; Di Serio, Ibáñez, & 

Delgado-Kloos, 2013).  

Limitations 

Limitations presented in the workshop include equipment, environment, recruitment, data 

collection, and my capabilities as an instructor. Throughout the study, there were multiple 

instances of technical issues such as login problems from library computers, the inability to 

access or download materials due to firewalls or computer restrictions, internet issues, and 

software not working properly. Needing to move the study online was another matter to work 

around as the intention of the research focused on working with both tactile and virtual tools. The 

completely virtual environment presented an imbalance with the original instructional materials 

and needed to be restructured to fit student needs. Once the workshop was moved online, there 

was a limitation of participants, most likely due to technological incapability and schedules 

conflict. Limited data samples from students not being able to continue the workshop or inability 

to submit a virtual survey was another factor. Time and inexperience were other limits to 

consider as this tied into how the material was presented and formatted. I was also in a position 

of being the instructor and technical assistant in each of the three workshop sessions which 

hindered my ability to collect reference photos. This, however, was resolved in the second and 

third workshop sessions due to being able to record the class and obtain screenshots of student 

work during data analysis. Challenges in the workshop sessions involved re-writing the 

curriculum from in-person to online. This was extremely challenging since the first session 

concluded in the spring of 2020, and I needed the summer to reconstruct the materials so that it 

could be presented in the fall of 2020. This posed a problem as school was back in session for 
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both instructors and college students, therefore less would be willing to sign up for a workshop 

that lasted several weekends or days in a row. 

Summary 

This chapter focused on reviewing the data samples collected from the three workshop 

sessions and analyzing them into concepts of Instructional Resources and Student Interaction and 

their subcategories. Themes found in the data included resilience, compromise, attitude, and 

understanding. Overall, the study did help answer questions about the formatting of a course 

incorporating augmented reality technology, however, there is still room for improvement and 

the need of studying other specific student groups (different ages, professions, skill sets, etc.). In 

chapter five I will conclude the thesis by noting the significance of the research conducted, 

provide AR instruction insights and reflections, as well as note future research endeavors. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion 

It was humbling to have reworked this curriculum many times to better understand the 

needs of the target audience. Initially, I did not know how many participants would sign up for 

the workshop. Looking back, it was convenient to have small groups because to get to know the 

students and develop an understanding of where they came from and what drew them to seek this 

kind of information and experience. Although some of the materials were more used than others, 

it was having variety that left an impression towards the conclusion of the workshop each 

session. Most students were not able to finish their projects but showed relief and excitement that 

they could continue their journey and work with the provided resources and through contact with 

me outside of class. With each time I teach this workshop I learn something new or find a unique 

tool the students can benefit from. And with these improvements the next group after benefits. 

Discussion 

Research Questions 

Connecting to the research questions, the incorporation of both tactile and virtual 

instructional materials did provide more flexibility for the students, which was evident in the 

interview and email data as well as their appreciation of choices given to them. Choice for the 

student was an important factor in determining how to structure their work plan for their project, 

along with the sense of the relief not having a tight deadline. For instance, students were free to 

present their work and continue beyond the class sessions. The workbook and website were 

helpful in presenting the materials; however, it was clear that the website was used more 

frequently. This could be due to the website being readily available to students when they chose 

rather than needing to gather a pen or writing materials to create notes on paper. With the website 

hosting instructional videos, the schedule and class materials reviewed during the workshops 
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provided “relief” for students to not necessarily memorize all content to cover in the allotted time 

of two-hour class periods. This provided clarity and helped address different learning styles of 

the students.  

Balancing the tactile and digital tools in AR creation was skewed with the need to place 

the course completely online. Because of the inability for students to print or interact with 

physical objects in typical in-person workshop classes, this study did not provide enough data on 

how to improve the types of tactile tools in comparison with digital tools with augmented reality 

development in an art class. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, the workshop series 

did help alleviate the issues of cost, experience, available resources, and usefulness through the 

variety of instructional materials presented, the knowledge of the instructor, and resources and 

alternatives presented to students based on their working styles and what equipment they had 

readily available. However, reliability in the augmented reality technology itself is a factor that 

still needs to be addressed due to the nature and limitation of a software or tool that fits for every 

individual student. 

This study offered a meaningful finding that diverse approaches to technicity as well as 

incorporating student initiation and voice into the AR workshops can be useful in teaching AR 

art and technology. Focusing on how students can be developers and users of AR technology 

filled the research gap that has been addressed in many studies. The workshop also showed how 

instructors could access and learn additional information on AR tools and applications. Most 

importantly, this case study addressed why AR technology is not incorporated into art education 

courses. Providing a copy of the workbook in the appendix which can help a future researcher 

begin to further investigate AR in the classroom. By having an instructional guide to start from, 
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future researchers can focus on other aspects of their study, which can serve as an available 

lesson plan to adopt and modify.  

I was expecting students to immediately be impressed with the AR technology based on 

personal observation from past workshops and reactions given by students in analyzed studies. 

However, I was not anticipating so few students once moving the course online or needing to 

work remotely due to the pandemic. This benefited my research eventually, as the limitations 

provided the opportunity to conduct hybrid instruction and implement recommendations 

collected from the prior class for additional virtual resources. The type of AR tool used in the 

workshops was even changed to include several different platforms and capabilities that the 

student participants could decide on after planning out their project. Considering that many 

students wanted to continue the development of their project after the workshop, I believe that 

the workshop series motivated strongly students’ interest and demonstrated the effectiveness of 

AR project in art education, even though I needed to navigate the vast amount of information 

presented. Students were comfortable in using new technologies in these workshops. 

Reflection 

Research gaps depicted in studies such as Use of Augmented Reality in Mobile Devices 

for Educational Purposes (Emiroğlu, Kurt, 2018), Augmented Reality in education – cases, 

places and potentials (Bower et. al, 2014), and The Impact of Augmented Reality and Virtual 

Reality Study Material in the Future of Learning (Guazzaroni, 2017) include improving 

technological skills for instructors and students), the ability to change the content in an AR tool 

and research explicitly focused on the subject of art education. This study’s contributions (in 

filling those gaps) resulted from creating a more flexible curriculum that was accessible outside 

the course, and in having prior technological knowledge. Original concerns of limited creativity 
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and originality were quickly dismissed after seeing each student propose a completely unique 

story and AR space using a multitude of software and materials. Allowing students to be 

developers and help shape the course while serving as a mentor, I provided a welcoming 

environment, as a student wrote, “...the work environment I thought was wonderful because I felt 

I could ask questions that seemed, at times redundant, or clarification” (Personal 

Communication, August 14th, 2020). This greatly influenced the outcome of the course because 

students, although not able to complete their projects, had a plan in mind to finish at a later date 

and share their knowledge with others or continue to work with AR technology. 

Impact on Practice 

 The workshop demonstrated a humanistic and guided approach to using AR technology 

for art education. Instructional resources used (workbook, website, and slides) can serve as a 

guide for future researchers or instructors. This study provided an understanding as to why there 

is such little research of AR in art education (cost, types of toolsets, resources, etc.) and better 

clarification on why instructors experience hesitation to incorporate new technology. With the 

reader learning from my personal experience and insight to teaching with AR as a tool and focus, 

one can begin to better understand how to implement AR into an art piece and improve upon 

what has been attempted.  

Self-Evaluation 

It can be argued that there is bias in this study about the instructional resources presented 

because I was the creator of the materials. However, the study shows that developing 

instructional material was an organic process, as the materials had gone through revisions and 

changes based on students’ input in the second and third workshop sessions. I needed to adjust 

several aspects of the course to fit student needs, especially when moving the course online. 
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Discussing many types of AR tools and allowing students to play with several different examples 

opened their eyes to the fact they did not have to use just one tool (as was presented in the 

workbook).  

This workshop was not catered to fit all needs or types of augmented reality, however 

expanding the resources and information at the hands of the educator and students made a large 

impact on their perspective of the technology in terms of why it is being used and how it can be 

applied to future endeavors. Throughout the workshop series, I was able to consider various 

issues, such as internet access (reliability, firewalls, etc.), computer space and type, learning 

styles, and the future of AR technologies in our field. It brought to mind the need for technology 

consultation for art teachers before the development of AR workshop session. Additionally, I 

found that providing alternatives to students and engaging them within an open AR learning 

community benefit them to become creative in making AR art.  

Recommendations 

Through this project, I have learned various lessons and insights in developing and 

teaching AR workshops in the community. They include improving student engagement, my 

instructional resource developed and related reflections, and exposure to various technological 

tools, and exploring new educational opportunities under the limitation of engagement in virtual 

setting. I also note that this research helped me engage deeply with how AR can benefits 

students’ artistic and technical developments as new media art. Following suggestions are a 

summary of what I learned as an AR instructor and researcher.  

Student Suggestions 

 Students at the end of the first workshop session recommended the slides presented in 

class be sent through email. Additional information on the software used (Tinkercad and Unity) 
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was suggested along with adding links to AR tools that were presented during the beginning of 

class. These changes were added to the website and used in class sessions two and three. 

Researching more into student learning limitations, such as depth perception, was also noted.  

Future Workshops 

 Cleaning up the workbook to reflect the student website would provide better consistency 

and address student suggestions for materials that work better with different learning styles. 

Providing this content in several languages would also assist with reaching a wider audience. 

More hands-on activities could be used to better balance the online portion of the course. Contact 

information to organizations for further support such as Art Education Technology (AET) would 

be helpful for instructors wanting to talk with other art educators teaching strategies and 

methods. 

Future Research 

Creating instructional materials based on various skill levels or age rather than a “one 

size fits all” system would greatly increase the efficiency of the workshop and website. This 

would allow for students to feel there is a bit more placement and organization, even though the 

balance to create a friendly and inviting environment should also be considered. Future research 

could include studies that further address the impact of AR as a tool in specific demographics or 

populations to better understand specific needs and expectations. Researching the specific types 

of instructional materials and their impact on AR workshops would be helpful in the line of 

content creation and modification. 

Summary 

Students being contributors to instructional content and their own working style provides 

many opportunities for reflection and input. With students more engaged and applying prior-
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learned knowledge, it redistributes roles in the classroom to which could tie in with student 

behavior and action. Taken from Students and Teachers as Developers of Visual Learning 

Designs with Augmented Reality for Visual Arts Education:  

Many digital resources, such as Photoshop and Paint, offer the ability to remediate more 

traditional means of pictorial production rather than to facilitate the development of new 

art forms. Simulating a material process, but lacking the tactility experienced from real 

paint and canvas, makes one question the purpose of using digital technology for image 

production; thus, the material experience is lost if no new techniques are developed. 

(Buhl, 2017, p.94)  

Buhl notes the reworkings of pedagogy alongside newer technologies (especially those with 

large student influence). Adaptation and mentoring are amongst the challenges that instructors 

should take into mind as has been the case with many other technologies based in the arts, even 

though this has been historically met with hesitation. This is better described in Augmented 

Reality in art education (Smith 2016) to depict fears towards a lack of instructor control over the 

technology or deeming augmented reality tools necessary in a tactile subject (studio art, drawing, 

etc.). This case study reflects on these concerns and attempts to allow more hands-on work. By 

providing a friendly work environment and flexibility for time and submitting projects, students 

felt they were able to ask many questions, apply prior knowledge, and have the drive to continue 

learning and working on their projects. All software for the course was designed to be free and 

available to all students, even after the conclusion of the workshop. In doing so, it opened the 

door for participants to access information on their own time and support with future endeavors. 

I also reiterate that it is important to stay current with technology lest we fall behind. 

There is also an opportunity to explore how the arts will develop and change. This is not a means 
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to replace traditional practice, rather learn from the past to better see the future. Once the 

conversation leads to understanding why limitations exist and how to approach new technology, 

we can better address how to use these tools in a meaningful and helpful manner. 

 Finally, anyone can use AR, and anyone can develop using the tool. However, to use this 

in a serious manner for efficiency and reliability it will take time, research, and the willingness to 

use the technology to help pave the way. AR is a tool that you as the instructor can choose to 

implement as you wish. Just as with developers in other fields, there will be technical issues, 

frustration, and confusion. However, even though we face these issues or challenges, the 

educators and students of various experiences and ages can develop a community of learners to 

guide and support each other. My project is one of the efforts to create an AR education 

community. And as more people share their experiences through workshops, online communities, 

and community classrooms, AR’s usefulness in art education becomes more evident. 
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APPENDIX A- Survey and Interview Questions 

Pre-Course Survey Questions 

Q1: Where have you heard the term augmented reality (AR)? If you are unfamiliar with the term describe 

what it could be. 

Q2: If you have seen an example of AR did you use the tool/product yourself? 

Q3: Would you consider yourself a maker or tinkerer? 

Q4: What scares or would prevent you from using AR technology? 

Q5: Do you think there are any benefits to using AR in education or the arts? 

Q6: Describe how you like to take notes/study/plan for events.| 

Q7: How do you like to work? 

Q8: What concerns do you have about this workshop? Do you look forward to taking this course? 

Q9: Do you feel there is an age limitation to making or using AR? 

 

Interview Questions 

Q1. Overall, how do you feel about the course and work environment? 

Q2. How far along are you on your project? Do you feel you can present or are you more 

interested in the creation process? 

Q3. Are there aspects that frustrate you or are efficient? 

Q4. Do you feel what information presented is useful? 

Q5. Would you feel confident in sharing what you learned with friends, family, or your 

community? 

Q6. Would you continue to work with this technology or your project? Why or why not? 
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Post-Course Survey Questions 

Q1. Describe or define augmented reality (AR) 

Q2. List 3 things that you learned about AR from this workshop 

Q3. List 3 things you knew about AR before coming in to this workshop 

Q4. Is this something you would like to attend again in the future? Why or why not? 

Q5. Would you be interested in friends, family, or colleagues attending? 

Q6. Would you utilize/ use this technology in the future? 

Q7. What is one thing you would like future students to know (that attend this course)? 
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APPENDIX B- Craig Hickman’s Development Rules (for a child’s program) 

1. (The Prime Directive) The program should be extremely easy to use.

2. Make the program surprising and satisfying to use.

3. Make your mark with the program

4. The program should be open ended.

5. As the tool selection changed, the options changed.

6. Fit screen size. What you see is what you get

7. Unusual brushes

8. Fun undo button

9. Pre-made iconic art

10. Flashy graphics cannot hide a lame program

11. Erasing should be fun!

12. Why not have an eraser that erases your picture but displays a hidden picture as you

erase?

13. When small children are using the program, a parent should be able to hide the menu bar

so desk accessories, etc. can't be selected accidentally.

14. Should be able to introduce users to the computer

15. While on the surface the program should seem to be for children, open minded adults

should get a kick out of using it too.
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APPENDIX C- Screenshots from Child Development 101 for Interactive Media 

Designers an Overview of Influential Theories 
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Greetings and salutations!

Thank you for joining me on this adventure of discovery and

innovation! Let me first begin by saying that it's an honor to

be working with someone that is shaping the future of this

cutting edge technology! so many new things are yet to be

made and what you make here could shape the way we use

these tools tomorrow! 

 in this "journal" we are going to focus on your

creation style: how you like to plan and organize

things,  how the technology works and it's traceable

origins, how to combine both tactile (touchable,

physical) materials and virtual materials, and most

importantly how to move beyond this workbook and

conduct your own research and update your knowledge

on the tools you need to develop in augmented reality.

In all manners of professionalism, the stylngs and portrayal of this information is

not to "water down" nor belittle any person. it is to emphasize that we all have

different learning styles and in that sense require different approaches. Consideration,

experimentation, and negotiation of making better guides begins with

aCknowledgement. 

I hope you have as much fun using this guide as I did making it!

Go forth and use your powers for good.

- AR

P.S. it's pretty funny that my initials are also ar



this book is fil
led w

ith a lot of term
inology, facts, a

nd opportunities
 to

keep no
tes and co

nduct further res
earch on softwares th

at may or may not

be obsolete b
y the time you read this book.how this book works

to help with that most of the pages come with a section to
keep notes, reminders, questions you may have as you progress
through this book, or perhaps a drawing or four.

utilize the blank edges and spaces provided to however you
may work.
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INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality is a combination of the physical world and

virtual (computer-generated) worlds. Some types of augmented

reality can use your sight, touch, hearing, or even your sense of

smell! The shortened term for augmented reality is "AR".

KEYWORDS

HOW DOES AR WORK?

Use a program 
or software to recognize 

an area/image to 
place virtual content

Obtain your object/marker
Upload your virtual  content (3D
model, 2D model, music, etc.) to

that program/software
Test your AR project!

WHAT IS  AUGMENTED REALITY?

Marker

Augmented Reality

Marker-Based (Image)

Marker-Based (Object)

Location-Based AR

Indirect Augmented Reality

two dimensional symbol or image that allows the AR software to project a virtual image or text

combination of the physical and virtual (computer-generated) worlds

Image shows the virtual projection or object

a physical object can project the virtual projection/object

virtual projection or text is displayed based on GPS coordinates

using a combination of panoramas, virtual objects, and pre-captured photos the software creates a high-
quality representation of a location/landscape

combination of the physical and virtual (computer-generated) worldsOutlining AR
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MARKER BASED
( IMAGE)

Image shows the virtual
projection or object

MARKER BASED
(OBJECT)

A physical object can
project the virtual
projection/object

LOCATION BASED
AR

Virtual projection or text is
displayed based on GPS

coordinates

INDIRECT AUGMENTED
REALITY ( IAR)

Using a combination of panoramas, virtual
objects, and pre-captured photos the

software creates a high-quality
representation of a location/landscape

OUTLINING/
SUPERIMPOSITION AR

These are applications that are built
specifically for monitoring hard-to-see
areas, odd lighting, or on top of areas

being observed for long periods of time
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THE AR T IMELINE

1993
"Debris Correlation Using the
Rockwell WorldView System" paper
of AR in identifying space debris by
overlaying geographic locations
through video

1891
Kinetoscope developed projecting film onto a
physical flat surface

1929
Steve Mann creates wearable
computer vision system with text
and graphics over photographic
scenes

1981
Dan Reitan geospatially maps
RADAR Live Weather Radar Images
to appear on news broadcasts

1990
Term "Augmented Reality"
coined by Boeing
researcher Tom Caudell

1901
"The Master Key" novel by
L. Frank Baum describes a
"character maker",
impressions of AR tech

1975
Videoplace, by Myron Krueger, is an
interactive art space

1992
"Virtual Fixtures" earliest
functioning AR systems
for the US Airforce

"Experiences and Observations
in Applying AR to Live Training"
early demo of live AR-equipped
vehicles and manned simulators

1994
Dancing in Cyberspace
by Julie Martin

1980
Link Trainer Flight Simulator created

1862
Pepper's Ghost
illusion developed

KARMA "knowledge-based AR" is
presented as an early paper at a
Graphics Interface Conference

1867
Cinematographe created

NFL's Glow Puck
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1997
Steve Mann develops wearable

GPS system that enhances
perception and visual memory

1995
NaviCam recognizes QR

codes in live spaces

Ronald Azuma introduces a definition of
augmented reality in the first AR

research survey.  He defines augmented
reality as "assembling real and virtual

environment together while both of
them is being recorded in 3D and

interactive in real time."Moblie Augmented
Reality (MARS)

System provides tour
information for

buildings and artifacts 1998
Spacial AR introduced at the

University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill by Ramesh Raskar,

Greg Welch and Henry Fuchs
Ten Line Computer System

broadcast by Sportvision casts a
virtual "first down" marker during a

live NFL game

Naval researchers begin
working on Battlefield

Augmented Reality
System (BARS), original
model of early wearable

units for soldiers

1999
NASA X-38 spacecraft flown using
augmented reality to overlay map

data to enhance navigation

2000
Hirokazu Kato creates

ARToolKit, open-source
software library that uses video

tracking to overlay computer
graphics on a video camera

Bruce Thomas displayed the first
mobile AR game at the

International Symposium on
Wearable Computers

AR Quake launched.
Head mounted display

players had to wear a
backpack with a

computer and
gyroscopes

Rockwell International
Science Center creates

tether-less wearable
augmented reality

systems that can be
navigated outside

2004
Outdoor helmet-mounted AR

system demonstrated by Trimble
Navigation and the Human

Interface Technology Laboratory
(HIT lab)

2005
Debut of AR apps for phones, AR

Tennis, two player game
developed for nokia phones

2002
Volkswagen uses AR to generate

projections onto cars

2008
Wikitude AR Travel Guide launches

on 20 Oct 2008 with the G1
Android phoneTHE AR T IMELINE
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BMW first brand to make
use of AR for commercial
purposes, AR enhanced
print ads

2009
Print media tries out AR for the first time. Esquire magazine
prompts readers to scan the cover to make Robert Downey Jr.
come alive on page, first AR enabled magazine

ARToolKit brings augmented reality
to web browsers

2012
Launch of Lyteshot, an interactive
AR gaming platform that utilizes
smart glasses for game data

2013
Meta announces the Meta 1
developer kit

2010

Design of mine detection robot for
Korean mine field

Volkswagen MARTA app (mobile
augmented reality technical
Assistance) provides virtual step by
step repair assistance

2015
Microsoft announces Windows Holographic and the HoloLens
augmented reality headset. The headset utilizes
various sensors and a processing unit to blend high
definition "holograms" with the real world

2014
Google glass is released to public

2016
HTC Vive released

Niantic released Pokémon Go for iOS and
Android in July 2016. The game quickly
became one of the most popular
smartphone applications and in turn
spikes the popularity of augmented reality
games

2017
IKEA released its augmented reality
app called IKEA Place that changed
the retail industry forever.

Magic Leap announces the use of Digital
Lightfield technology embedded into the Magic
Leap One headset. The creators edition headset
includes the glasses and a computing pack
worn on your belt

THE AR T IMELINE
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AUGMENTED REALITY
HOW IT WORKS
 

Augmented reality is a combination of the physical world and virtual

(computer-generated) world overlapping objects, text, or other effects to

enhance the scene. The term was coined by Boeing researcher Tom Caudel in

1990. Augmented reality differs from Virtual reality by placing virtual

content onto an existing physical surface, thus combining realities. But how

does it work? Whether it’s AR through a headset, handheld device, or

computer the first thing needed for an AR experience is a camera for the

software to recognize an area or image. Once the computer software has

read the scene or image it projects objects or text over the area. These

experiences can include interactive buttons, eye tracking, voice command, or

the ability to move virtual objects to fit into a physical space much like in

Ikea’s IKEA Place app. AR interaction and immersion on mobile or tablet

devices is so efficient due to the hardware structure the devices hold, which

often incorporate a gyroscope, camera, accelerometer, GPS,

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), and solid state compases. Some

precursor technology to augmented reality included devices such as the

Head-Up Display (HUD), bionic contact lenses, holography, Virtual Retinal

Display (VRD), and projection mapping.

Diagram based on 
Paul Milgram and Fumio Kishino's 

Virtuality Continuum
Mixed Reality (MR)

Physical 
Environment

Virtual
Environment

Personally, I think mixed reality and augmented reality
are the same thing. but my professionalism is clearly
shown when I still consider light reflections as
legitimate "holograms".

in short augmented reality uses
both the physical and virtual world
to enhance a space, while virtual
reality just transports you to a
virtual space
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QUIVER VISION
Quiver vision is are augmented
reality coloring book pages that
allow the user to design clothing
patterns, create masks, and use for
fun quizzes!

POWERFUL PLANTS
The Powerful Plants by Burpee
augmented reality experience
provides a fun new way to learn
about plants and their importance to
the human condition.

ESCIF
An anonymous artist from Valencia,
Spain using augmented reality in
their art to discuss everyday life,
police violence 
and consumerism

APPS BY ARLOON

RIOT GRRLS APP

A company located in Madrid, Spain
that creates augmented reality
educational apps ranging from
Chemistry to Geometry 
and Mathmatics

The Riot Grrrls App is a custom made
AR class project developed by the
School of the Art Institute’s Virtual 
Installation students

METAVERSE
Metaverse allows non-coders to
create and share custom-made
Augmented Reality experiences

WHO IS  US ING AUGMENTED REALITY

all kinds of professions are

utilizing augmented reality!
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Ensure you are in a safe space to use technology

Be sure using the equipment will not interfere with another

person/thing

Make sure you have plenty of room to work in

ENVIRONMENT

TIME PERIOD

EQUIPTMENT

PRIVACY

COPYRIGHT

Set break times away from the screen

Ensure each group member has had a turn

Make sure the equiptment is charged and undamaged

Ensure while one is using the gear, outside members do not interfere

(poke, etc.)

Does the application ask to use certain features of your equipment

Are there any strange occurrences when interacting with the AR

application (like flickering screen or moving files)?(ex. phone's camera)

Did you credit the proper sources

If there is no credit did you use open source materials or music?

SAFETY  REVIEW CHECKL IST
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YOU  WILL  LEARN  TO . . .
Create 3D models

Develop in a game engine

Time management

Character/Object design

How to storyboard

Visual/Audial storytell ing

Creating a "marker AR"

app

How to "troubleshoot" and

notetaking / research

OBJECT IVE

MATER IALS  NEEDED
The latest version of Unity with Vuforia

The latest version of Blender

A computer

A smart phone or tablet that is AR compatible ( l isted on

the Vuforia website)

An image to serve as your "marker"

Internet connection or fi les pre-installed*

(optional )  a mobile VR headset with a slot for AR

 CREATING A DIGITAL 
SPACE FOR STORYTELLING

Much like films, stories have sequence with a beginning, climax, and ending (though not particularly in that order. Using the provided boxes sketch out
the story you would like to tell. It could be a memory of an event or something fictional! The choice is yours.

Is there a message you would like to share with others? 

Is what you want to share informative?

Think about your favorite films, games, or other media that catches your interest

If you are not quite sure where to begin there are a few things to consider:

If you run out of pages/need more you can

always staple in some loose paper or use

other portions of the book to plan out how

you will tell your story!
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CHAPTER TWO
MARKERS  AND  SEQUENCE

DEF IN ING  TERMS
ACT IV I TY  #2 :  CREAT ING  YOUR  PHYS I CAL  SPACE

FORMING  A  SCHEDULE
ACT IV I TY  #3 :  CREAT ING  A  MARKER

GETT ING  STARTED  W ITH  UN I TY  AND  VUFOR IA
CREAT ING  A  V IRTUAL  PLANE
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example of vuforia's logo

WHAT IS  VUFORIA?

WHAT IS VUFORIA?
Vuforia is a tool that allows for the function and

making of augmented reality applications. Vuforia is

now automatically installed into the newer versions of

the free game engine, Unity.

WHAT IS A MARKER?
Marker AR is a type of augmented

reality that uses image recognition to

have a virtual object or text appear in

an AR app.

CREATE AR WITH VUFORIA 

1) Upload an image to serve as your "marker"

2) Obtain a rating of 4 or 5 stars

3) Download the marker package and open in Unity

4) Set up the AR camera, image, and 3D models in the correct order in Unity

5) Make sure the correct settings are marked to export the AR app

6) Export your app

7) Test your AR scene using your printed marker image
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KEYWORDS
Plane

Pre-fabs

Primitive (or shape) 

OBJ

Flip

Assets

REFERENCES
Instructables. “How to Teach the Language of 3D Modeling and Design.” Instructables, Instructables, 27 Sept. 2018, www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Teach-the-Language-
of-3D-Modeling-and-Desig/.

a flat surface

a pre-made grouping of models and textures ready to use

a starting point or building block for 3D design. These shapes can be added, subtracted, and combined with
one another to build just about anything. They include: Cube (Box), Cylinder, Tube, Sphere, Torus, and Cone

this file type is capable of representing a greater degree of texture and color and, as a result, is more
commonly used for animation or with high-end printers that can control color.

to move in a circle around an axis or center. When you select an object, the arrows are for rotation. You can
rotate on any of the planes.

Scale

Shortcut

change the size of an object while maintaining its original proportions

computer keys that help provide an easier and usually quicker method of navigating and executing
commands in computer software programs

Outline a line or set of lines enclosing or indicating the shape of an object in a sketch or diagram

Import

X, Y, Z axes

to bring a file from a different program into the one you're using.

an axis is an imaginary line about which an object can rotate, which also serves as a fixed reference for
measuring position

to move a camera from a long shot to a close- up graduallyZoom

create the mirror image of an object or turn it over along an axis

include everything that can go into a game, including 3D models, sprites, sound effects, music, and code

a figure formed by two rays, called the sides of the angle, sharing a common endpoint, called the vertex of
the angle. It also measures the amount of turn an object is rotating, for example: 90 degrees (also called a
"right angle.")

place or arrange things in a straight line

Angle

Align

Group

Marker

Rotate

two dimensional symbol or image that allows the AR software to project a virtual image or text

link two or more shapes together
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ACTIVITY #2 :  CREATING YOUR PHYSICAL SPACE

Think about your interests and experiences. How have they made you
into the person you are? When creating it's important to keep in mind
what drives you forward whether that be an interest or a cause.

Is there a need in the community you would want to help with? What
do you wish existed or could be better about something? You could
also create out of inspiration and fun! There are many reasons and
ways to make.

Pick a team name

Using the pages provided, come up with some ideas for your augmented space

Create roles for jobs to be completed (for example, 3D modeler, story-board creator, or sound effects
creator

Gather into groups and introduce yourselves. What do you think of AR technology? Would there be
something you would like to see built or improvements? Or perhaps it is not of interest. Discuss.

Once your group has talked:

At the end of this activity, you should have:

1) Team Occupations

2) A basic layout for your narrated space

3) To-do list (steps to create your space)
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FORMING A SCHEDULE

Does it seem like the project could be explained as if it were finished? (If not, you may need more time to
flush out an idea)

Plan on when to hold team meetings (before, during, or after workshop hours)

Give a general idea of what would need to be done to get certain portions of the project finished, even if
you are not certain how to get there

You've met in a group and gathered ideas. Now it's time to plan out the structure
of building your project! 

Discuss amongst yourselves:

Example:

Your group wants to build a simulated water structure that a person could interact with by touching. A
first step could be sketching out how large the structure would be, where the water would flow, and the
shapes needed to form it.

NOTE: Keep in mind what you plan to create in the beginning does not necessarily need to
stay the same throughout the creation process. Just be sure to keep time and resources
into consideration!
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PROJECT SCHEDULE

 DATE TASKS & ASSIGNMENT COMPLETED

GROUP NAME: _____________________________________________________________________



ACTIVITY #3 :  CREATING A MARKER

Rich in detail
Has good contrast
Does not have repetitive patterns

For this workbook series you will be learning how
to create "Image Marker AR". In order for the
computer software to recognize where to place
your future 3D models, it needs a "marker" which is
an image the software (Vuforia) can identify. A
clear marker the computer can recognize is:

The software sees the marker as if it were in black
and white and needs to be able to read it properly
to know what to show! For tabletop, close images
the marker should be at least 5 inches or 12 cm in
width and of reasonable height for a good AR
experience.

It must also be 8- or 24-bit PNG and JPG formats;
less than 2 MB in size; JPGs must be RGB or
greyscale (no CMYK). The paper used NEEDS to be
flat and not shiny.

REFERENCES

Optimizing Target Detection and Tracking Stability, library.vuforia.com/content/vuforia-library/en/articles/Solution/Optimizing-Target-
Detection-and-Tracking-Stability.html.

***NOTE: Try to aim for a 4 or 5 star rating. 
Anything lower will not be detected by the
software very well or at all
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GETTING STARTED WITH 
UNITY AND VUFORIA
Navigat ing Unity  can be a  l i t t le  confus ing .
So  before  we begin  to  create  in  the game
engine ,  let ' s  take a  look at  the d i f ferent
tools  we ' l l  be  us ing and what  to  c l i ck  on !

This is what you will see when you log in

for the first time. Click to create a "new"

scene, give it a name, and away we go!
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When you open your first project the screen will look like the above image.

Each area has a certain function; 

navigating the unity interface

NOTE: what has been drawn is to help point out the tools we will be
using most throughout the project

Toolbar

inspector
window

scene view
hierarchy
window

project
window

"Toolbar" is to work with the models/effects you put into your game. 

"Scene View" is to let you place objects/see what your game will look like. 

"Inspector Window" allows you to modify the smaller details of models/effects.

"Hierarchy Window" is like a list of what is currently places in the "Scene View" or scene.

"Project Window" is like a folder on the computer that stores all of the information, models,

and pre-made settings you make as you work on your project.
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In the "Toolbar" settings to move an object in the Unity editor are:
Move, Scale, Rotate, Rect Transform, and Transform Gizmos

*But we shall only be focusing on Move, Scale, Rotate.

Each of these will allow you to move your models or particles in some way!

MOVE: Move allows you to do just that. You can move your object
back, forth, left, right, up, and down

SCALE: You can resize your object to be bigger or smaller

ROTATE: You can spin your object to a certain angle

*RECT TRANSFORM: You can alter the size of your shape by
pulling on certain edges

*TRANSFORM GIZMOS: All of the buttons above put into one!

In the Unity editor there are
many different kinds of tabs.
These tabs are windows into
different tools you can use to
edit your project.

To add, make larger, or delete
a tab just right click on the
tab for settings.
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NAVIGATING VUFORIA

Google "Vuforia Developer" specifically to access the

portion of the website that allows you to create your AR

marker. It should look like the web page with the grey title

bar and title "Vuforia Engine". To being click on the

REGISTER button to create an account or LOG IN button to

sign in. Creating an account is free!

This is the licence manager page

Once you have logged in click on the "License Manager"

button on the upper left-hand corner of the page. This

will lead you to another page to create a free

development license key. This key will allow the Unity

Game Engine to link to the Vuforia cloud service to make

your AR app function.
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NAVIGATING VUFORIA

After you create a development

liscense key you can go back to the

manager, select the key, and view the

key code (you will need this later on)

Next, you will click on the "Target Manager" tab

located in the upper left-hand corner. This will

lead you to create your own AR Marker (or

target).

this is w
hat th

e

keycode will lo
ok

like
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NAVIGATING VUFORIA
Target (marker) download as it appears in your

downloads folder on your computer.

To open this in the Unity Game Engine double click

while your Unity project/scene is open.

Select "Single Image". This will place your marker as a flat picture. Afterwards, set the Width for "150". Give your

marker a name. Once you have finished it will lead you back to the main page to view how clear the software can

see your marker. If it is 5 stars this is the clearest picture Vuforia can recognize. If your marker ranks low try

making the image more complex (less repetitive or simple) or more complex in colors.

Here, you will upload your
logo design from earlier. Scan
your design, save it as a JPG
or a PNG file, and upload it to
the website. The file must be
under 2mb.
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CREATING A VIRTUAL PLANE

Go to "Game Object" and select "3D

Object". From there select a plane.

Congrats! You've just made a virtual

plane. Delete the plane, light, and

camera as we are now going to put the

AR tools into the scene.

For Vuforia go to "Game

Object" and then

"Vuforia". Select "AR

Camera" and "Image

Target". Place according

to the picture below (Drag

the Image ontop of the AR

Camera to make it a

"child" of the camera).

Select the "AR Camera".

Go over to the right side

where the Inspector box

is. Click on the "Open

Vuforia Configuration".
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CREATING A VIRTUAL PLANE

Remember the developer key we made back in the Vuforia tutorial? Copy

that code and paste it into the "App License Key" Box.

Make sure the "Load Object Targets" box is checked off and the Max

Simultaneous Tracked Images is set to 1. You can change how many Objects

are in the scene, as this takes into account how many 3D models the AR

software can detect at a time (only you can decide this number).

Remember the Target Image you downloaded from the Vuforia site? If

you have not yet done so, double click on the package and open it in

the Unity editor. 

If you click on "Image Target" on the right-

handed box (under AR Camera) in Unity you

can then select your logo name!

NOTE: Ignore the Type setting. It needs to stay

at "Predefined"
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CHAPTER THREE
TACT ILE  MODELS  AND  TEXTURE

DEF IN ING  TERMS
ACT IV I TY  #5 :  PAPER  CRAFT ING  

ACT IV I TY  #6 :  CREAT ING  TEXTURE  
US ING  TEXTURE  IN  UN I TY

UN I TY  MATER IAL  SHEET
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TACT ILE  MODELS  AND TEXTURE

WHAT IS A PAPERCRAFT?
Paper craft is the collection of art forms employing paper or card as the primary

artistic medium for the creation of three-dimensional objects. This craft is similar to

modeling or origami. Paper crafts are a great way to practice working with geometry

and polygons (such as those found in 3D models) without a computer. Items that have

been made range from small figurines, to masks, to artistic portraits.

KEYWORDS
PNG a type of graphics file similar to a JPG that Tinkercad uses for sharing still images of your designs.

is a collection of vertices, edges, and faces that can describe the shape of a 3D object.

collection of art forms employing paper or card as the primary artistic medium for the creation of three-
dimensional objects.

the feel, appearance, or consistency of a surface or a substance.

a virtual representation of an object/thing

to cut out, mostly found in computer programs

appearing as if made of metal

appearing smooth, soft

REFERENCES
Instructables. “How to Teach the Language of 3D Modeling and Design.” Instructables, Instructables, 27 Sept. 2018,
www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Teach-the-Language-of-3D-Modeling-and-Desig/.

Mesh

Texture

3D Model

Crop

Metallic

Smoothness

Papercraft

WHAT IS A 3D MODEL?
A 3D model is a virtual representation of an object, person, or

thing. 3D models are 3-dimentional, meaning you can see on top,

around, under, and in front of the model. There are many different

computer programs that allow you to create 3D models through

code, dragging corners, or sculpting your model as if it were made

of clay!
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ACTIVITY #5:  PAPERCRAFTING

Paper-crafting is like assembling a 3D model in real life. You take the mesh 

(the skin/paper itself) and put it together in a certain manner to create the

model. Along the way, you can see how many polygons the model makes

up, thus how detailed it looks,.

With this paper-craft you will be constructing a cube and designing your

own skin/texture for it!

1) Color the paper-craft sheet on the next page

2) Cut out the paper-craft

4) Glue the edges of your paper-craft together

5) You've just created a paper 3D model!

Congrats!

yes, the illusive cube. so difficult...
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ACTIVITY #6:  CREATING TEXTURE

Textures or 2D images can be used for many things in the Unity
editor. They can be used for skins, backdrops, shaders, and unique
cutouts for characters or environments. 

Experiment with different kinds of patterns and shapes. It's better
to have a variety to play with, although one image can have
multiple uses.

For example, the image used above was used as a background for
the character "The Impastar Monster".

Example of 2D backdrop being used for environment

texture being used

"impastar" monster. Because it 
sounds like imposter... pasta
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Designing textures
DRAW OUT THE TEXTURES YOU WOULD LIKE TO USE IN YOUR VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________

File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________

File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________
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Designing textures
DRAW OUT THE TEXTURES YOU WOULD LIKE TO USE IN YOUR VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________

File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________

File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________ File Name: _____________
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USING TEXTURE

File Name: __Impasta Bug__ https://onlinepngtools.com/crop-png

To use the textures you created you will need to "cut"
or "crop" the boxes and save them as their own files.

You can do so through programs such as MS Paint or
Online PNG tools.

Save each texture box as a
seperate PNG. Drag the files
into the "Project Window" 

Next, we're going to learn how to "unwrap" the
skin of a 3D model to paste your own textures!

When you try
to drag your
texture onto a
regular cube

Dragging your
texture onto
an "unwrapped
cube"
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USING TEXTURE
Open up the Blender interface and select (in the upper left hand corner) "UV Editing"

Click on this circle icon to allow you
to move the mesh dots one by one.

Select "Open" and select your texture image.

Go to the right side and hit capital "U"

Select "Unwrap" and then select
"Project from View"

On the left hand side, you can then re-
arrange the points to fit around your
texture. Once you are finished save
your blender file and then export (as
an OBJ file) your cube.
You can then copy and paste both the
"MTL" and "OBJ" files into your Unity
project folder.

You'll nee
d to play

around with the

points to
 fit nic

ely

around your square

texture. It m
ay come

out wonky the first

few times.
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To change the color of the material  --------------------

Preview of the material  ----------

Smoothness of the material  -----------------

Rendering for material --------------------------------

Note: Materials are the coloring of a 3D model or object.

Material Settings

Albedo: Defines color and transparency

Specular: Reflection on a surface (with lighting)

Smoothness: Glossiness or roughness of a surface

Metallic: The metallic appearance of a surface

When creating a 3D model there are

several terms to think about the

texture and look of the model itself.

 

Is your model of a paper boat? A

giant robot? If you want to create a

more realistic look to your piece it's

good to see how each of these

styling can bring you closer to that

stage.
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CHAPTER FOUR

V IRTUAL  MODELS

DEF IN ING  TERMS
ACT IV I TY  #7 :  CREAT ING  YOUR  V IRTUAL  SPACE

NAV IGAT ING  T INKERCAD
ACT IV I TY  #8 :  BU I LD ING  3D  MODELS
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VIRTUAL  MODELS

WHAT IS TINKERCAD?
Tinkercad is an easy-to-use 3D modeling design tool. You

can create models through code or dragging and dropping shapes into the

scene.

WHAT'S IN THE GALLERY?
Tinkercad comes with many shapes and colors to get you

started building 3D models. There is also a gallery on the

home page to check out what kinds of builds you can

create using this software!
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KEYWORDS
 

Duplicate

STL

Gallery 

 

Group

 

Slice

Cross section

 

to make or be an exact copy of

one of the most commonly used file formats for 3D printing. STL stands for stereolithography

a collection of creations grouped together. Creations in the Tinkercad gallery typically can be copied and
tinkered for analysis, modification, and inspiration. You can publish your design by changing the setting to
public when you are ready for an audience

to combine two or more shapes into a part. Do this by selecting them and then choosing the Group icon at
the top

the little squares that appear on the shape when you select it that allow you to resize it by pulling and
pushing them

Diameter

Dimensions

 

a straight line going through the center of a circle connecting two points on the circumference

a measurable extent of some kind, such as length, width, or height. In its simplest form: a line describes one
dimension, a plane describes two dimensions, and a cube describes three dimensions

Hole a tool used to subtract from a solid shape

Pan

Combine

to rotate a camera on the horizontal or vertical axis. Use the right mouse button to do this

to unite two bodies or components into a single component. Combining can be compared to grouping in
Tinkercad

a millimeter is 1/32 or 0.039 of an inch. This is the default unit of measurement in TinkercadMilimeter

divide a solid object into two or more separate 3D objects

to cut an object off at right angles to an axis. In Fusion 360, you might do this to analyze your design

a line that appears when you sketch in Fusion 360. A path is made up of a series of points called “anchor
points” and line segments between these points.

a line or plane touching, but not intersecting, a curve or curved surface

Path

Tangent

Fillet

Offset

Extrude

Handle

to extend a 2D image into a 3D object in a straight line

to make a rounded edge

to move out of alignment

REFERENCES
Instructables. “How to Teach the Language of 3D Modeling and Design.” Instructables, Instructables, 27 Sept. 2018,
www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Teach-the-Language-of-3D-Modeling-and-Desig/.
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KEYWORDS

Part

Perspective view 

Emboss

Dimentions

Subtraction

 

one or more shapes that have been grouped together

a view of a three-dimensional image that portrays height, width, and depth for a more realistic image or
graphic. In Tinkercad, you can toggle between perspective and orthographic views by clicking on the icon that
looks like a block at the bottom of the navigation controls

to carve, mold, or stamp a design onto a surface so that it stands out in relief. One way to do this is by
importing an SVG file and placing it onto the surface of a shape or part, aligning it to your specifications, and
then grouping it all together

Perpendicular

Symmetry

at an angle of 90 degrees to a given line, plane, or surface

twin parts facing each other, or in multiples, spaced equally around an axis

Sculpt

Orthographic view

a modeling approach that creates organically shaped models as if they were clay

two-dimensional view of a three- dimensional object. Orthographic views represent the exact shape of an
object as seen from one side at a time as you are looking perpendicularly at it. Depth is not shown. In
Tinkercad, you can switch to orthographic view by clicking on the icon that looks like a block at the bottom of
the navigation controls. This is useful when you are centering, stacking, or zooming out to analyze your
design.

a measurable extent, such as length, width, or height

shape a design by removing material from it

create a 3D shape by extending a 2D shape outline away in a straight line

Transitioning from one shape to a different shape over a specified distance. For example: from a rectangle to
a circle or like the hull of a ship

Extrude

Loft

Combine

Shell remove material from a part interior, creating a hollow cavity

unite two bodies or components into a single component

Deboss to stamp a design into the surface of an object so that it is indented. One way to do this is by importing an
SVG file and placing it onto the surface of a shape or part, sinking it and aligning it to your specifications,
turning the SVG shape into a hole, and then grouping it all together

SVG Scalable vector graphics. SVGs are commonly used for any type of image that might require a great deal of
flexibility in size (think company logos that must be tiny for business cards but also blown up huge for
billboards.) SVG is also the standard file format for laser cutting.

REFERENCES
Instructables. “How to Teach the Language of 3D Modeling and Design.” Instructables, Instructables, 27 Sept. 2018,
www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Teach-the-Language-of-3D-Modeling-and-Desig/.
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What are your physical components (tactile parts of the experience)

How will the virtual components play part towards the piece as a whole?

How will the participant navigate the scene?

How will you portray your narrative?

When creating your virtual space there are several factors to consider:

Using the sheets provided start planning out how you will create your space and what additional

materials you may need.

ACTIVITY #7 :  CREATING YOUR VIRTUAL SPACE

IF YOU ARE EVER UNSURE WHERE TO START SITES LIKE PINTREST ARE GREAT
TO GATHER IDEAS!
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NAVIGATING TINKERCAD
How do you create  a  3D model  us ing

software?  Today we wi l l  be  tak ing a  look at
an onl ine  webs ite  ca l led  "T inkercad"  to  learn
how to  bui ld  3D models  and import  them into

our  augmented rea l i ty  app!

This is where you can name your model

In this area you can import/export your model to
Unity. You can also view it in "Minecraft" or "Lego"
mode

You can choose shapes and their colors to build
your model. The "striped" gray models are to create
holes/ indentations in your models.
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NAVIGATING TINKERCAD

USING A MAC OR WINDOWS MACHINE?
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ACTIVITY #8:  BUILDING 3D MODELS

Remember your sketches of models you made

earlier? Now we are going

to make them into real 3D models!

These will be exported and imported into unity

right on top of your marker for your AR app!
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First, drag a cube onto the plane.

Drag or copy another cube on top of the first cube. 

Make it a different color.

Continue making different colored cubes until you have a stack.

Congrats! You have made a 3D model.

To move an object upwards, drag the little black arrow on top of the

cube upwards. You can arrange where the cube is by dragging it

around the work area.
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To export your 3D model, go to

the upper right-hand corner and

press the button labeled "export".

You will see a screen like the box

on the left. Press to export your

model as an obj.

After you download your model, it

will appear as a "zipped" folder in

the "downloads" section of your

computer files.

 

Right click and choose to "extract

all" files. It should then look like a

regular folder. Draw this entire

folder into the Project Section of

your Unity scene. 

 

You can also go to your Unity

folder, open "Assets", and the

paste your model files there.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SOUND  EFFECTS  AND  PART ICLES

DEF IN ING  TERMS
ACT IV I TY  #9 :  ART I ST  STATEMENT

PART I CLES  IN  UN I TY
SOUND  EFFECTS  IN  UN I TY

TEST ING  THE  APPL I CAT ION
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SOUND EFFECTS  AND PARTICLES

WHAT ARE PARTICLES?
Particles are little specks that float around in a scene and can be altered to look

like many things: rain, snow, glitter and more! A developer may use particles to

create an effect or as an extra touch for their scene or model.

KEYWORDS
 

Application (app)

Export

 

Render

 

Simulate

 

Particles

WHAT ARE SOUND EFFECTS?
Sound effects are noises or music that are added to a scene to make it seem

more life-like.. Voice recordings can also be considered as apart of the SFX

(sound effects) category more commonly known as "narration".

a program that performs a particular set of tasks.

to convert a file into another format than the one it is currently in. For example, you must export your
design in order to print it. Tinkercad also allows you to "share" your design in the form of a PNG image file.

to examine and test a design through a computer-aided imitation of how it might function in the real world.
These quick iterations or tests are meant to provide useful visual feedback in order to better understand and
improve a design before it is actually fabricated.

to create a final image of a model that shows all of the surface properties that have been applied to an
object. This process involves adding all colors, shading, and other elements, such as the physical appearance
of materials, that add realism.

portions of matter (i.e. dust speckles)

REFERENCES
Instructables. “How to Teach the Language of 3D Modeling and Design.” Instructables, Instructables, 27 Sept. 2018,
www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Teach-the-Language-of-3D-Modeling-and-Desig/.
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ACTIVITY #9:  ARTIST STATEMENT

Talk about how you came up with the idea for your space, some
problems or times you felt stuck along the way, or perhaps other
tricks that helped you create your virtual experience!

Optional: You can record yourself explaining your space in detail or
the story itself!

Create a description of your space. What is the story you seek to tell?
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PARTICLES IN UNITY
Particles can be used to create
several different effects like rain,
show, or sparkles.
 
To create a particle system go to
"GameObject" and select "Effects".
 
From there select "Particle
System".

You can then alter the settings
to set the particles in the
manner you see fit. 
 
To change the material of the
particles go to "Renderer" and
select "Material"
 
To change the color of the
particles go to "Particle
System" and click on the white
rectangular box.
 
To change the shape of the
particle's emission go to
"Shape" and select "Shape".
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SOUND EFFECTS IN UNITY

https://www.bensound.com/

To import sounds or music drag the files
into the "Project Window". Make sure the
files are:

 .aif
.wav
.mp3
.ogg

You can record your own music files, or you can go to several sites that provide
free music and sound effects (with certain requirements like purchasing a license or
giving proper credit).

Drag the file into the "Hierarchy Window" on
the left. You can set set the music to play
continuously after the app starts by checking
off "Play on Awake" and "Loop".

You can also adjust the volume settings.
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TESTING THE APPLICATION
To test your scene press the play button but first make sure you are in
PC/Computer mode! 

To export your app for a phone, go to "Build Settings". Make sure your
scene is in the "Build Panel". Select the setting for your device (whether it
is being exported to an android, iOS, etc.

Go to "Player Settings" and place the name of the student's farm in the
"Company Name" text box at the top and the name of the student plus
"floating farm" in the "Product Name" text box.

Make sure the AR setting is checked off! Finally, go back into "Build
Settings" and hit the build button.

NOTE: For technical issues, please refer to the index located in the back of
the workbook

Play button located at the
top of the Unity editor

How to get to build settings

How to get to player
settings
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The "Build Panel", where your
 scene will be exported

To add a scene press this button (if
you do not see it in the "Build Panel"

To switch the
device your app
will play on

Select iOS or Android to 
export your AR app to a phone
or tablet device.

To test the device on a computer
select "pc, mac & linux standalone"

NOTE: Vuforia cannot export to 
a webplayer at this time.

BUILD SETTINGS

to get to
"player settings"

To "build" your
app
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TECH INDEX
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
TIPS AND TRICKS

Disclaimer: if you cannot find it in

this book try searching forum

boards or unity support groups

 
write what changes you need to

make down!
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SETTING UP UNITY WITH VUFORIA
In this workbook we will be using 2019.2 release of
Unity.

Download the Unity Hub. This will allow you to work
between versions if you already have Unity
installed or would like to work with a different
version. It will also allow for an easier installation of
the SDK.

After choosing a version of Unity, be sure to select the
Android Build support and select the settings beneath it
if you are exporting to an Android tablet/device. For iOS,
select the iOS Build support. Make sure you have xCode
installed if you are using a Mac.

If you do not have a mobile or tablet device to export
your app to, you can also use your computer's webcam
to test your scene. Unity and Vuforia do not have the
capability to export AR to the web at this time.

If you forgot to install the settings to export to
a device (in the steps above) you can always go
back to the Unity hub under "installs".

Just click on the three dots in the upper right
hand corner.
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SETTING UP UNITY WITH VUFORIA

Vuforia will then ask to
install. You can then access
the camera and marker image
settings.

To activate Vuforia in
Unity go to "Build
Settings" and then to
"Player Settings"

In "Player Settings" be
sure to check off the
Vuforia checkbox.

make sure you are not using the experimentalversion of unity! vuforia will not show up inthe settings if you are using experimental!
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SETTING UP UNITY WITH VUFORIA

Go to "Build Settings"
then "Player Settings". 

Place the name of your project
in the "Company Name"text box at the top and your name
plus the name of your space in the "Product Name" text box.

Make sure the AR setting is checked off!

Example:  "nameofproject.Andieroid.Myspacename"
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EXPORTING WITH ANDROID

Android Studio :
https://developer.android.com/studio
Winmerge : https://winmerge.org/

Additional items to download:

DOWNLOADING ANDROID SDK
After downloading Android Studio, go to the
bottom right corner and access the SDK
Manager. 

Select the android versions you have access to. In some instances, the
Unity editor may ask you for the link to the android sdks which can be
located at the top of the page.

You can then insert the path by going into Unity and:
1) Going up to the task bar and selecting "Preferences"
2) Going to "External Tools"
3) Going to the bottom of the page with "SDK" tools

If you have not done so, make sure (when you first log
on to the Unity Hub, before opening your Unity project)
to have installed Android Build support.
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EXPORTING WITH IOS
NOTE: if you have an apple device this will be an easier process. If not, you will need
to export your project to xcode and upload it to an apple computer (unless you know
how to manage an emulator). 

In Unity, switch the scene to export to iOS. 

"Project Settings"
"Other Settings"
Go to "Identification"
Go to "Bundle Identification"

Then, go to...

Change the "com.company.Productname" to something else. Example:  "com.Andieroid.Myapp"

Build the project to a new folder. Then open the XCode file in XCode. It should look like this:
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Sign in to XCode with your apple ID***

Select your "Personal team"
Allow the app to upload to your device
Accept app on your device under "General" then "Device management"

Connect your device to the mac computer.

Select "Automatically manage signing"

 

When these are complete you can then test your app!

EXPORTING WITH IOS

*** Don't have an apple ID? Make one here: https://appleid.apple.com
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TESTING ON COMPUTER

3DC.io (for tablet use only)
Sculptris

Alternative 3D modeling software for offline access (and import/export):

You can also utilize this workbook for a lot of offline activities and projects with limited technological supplies. For
example, a single ipad or computer with webcam can be used to display multiple student projects.

An alternative to using cellular phones and tablets is utilizing a webcam
on your computer and playing the AR scene. Unity and Vuforia currently
do not support exporting to a desktop app or the web.
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To test your scene press the play button but first make sure you are in
PC/Computer mode! 

To export your app for a phone, go to "Build Settings". Make sure your
scene is in the "Build Panel". Select the setting for your device (whether it
is being exported to an android, iOS, etc.

Go to "Player Settings" and place the name of the student's farm in the
"Company Name" text box at the top and the name of the student plus
"floating farm" in the "Product Name" text box.

Make sure the AR setting is checked off! Finally, go back into "Build
Settings" and hit the build button.

How to get to player
settings

TESTING ON THE COMPUTER

Play button located at the
top of the Unity editor

How to get to build settings

Note: Yes, these are the same instructions from chapter five
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HOSTING YOUR WORK
Tinkercad
Sketchfab (can share via web and view in 3D google viewer) and embed
onto your website!
Itch.io 

ADDITIONAL TROUBLESHOOTING
My app will not export!

 

The camera will not turn on for an AR computer test.

 

 

My files are corrupted!

 

 

Unity will not open.

 

My model is blocking the camera in AR.

This could be for several reasons. On the very bottom left-hand corner of the Unity
editor you should see an error panel. To view the errors to see why it failed check
the "Console" tab (next to the Project tab holding your files).

Click on the AR camera and go into Vuforia settings. You may need to select your
camera. Make sure the camera turns on in another app to see if it's a hardware
issue.

Try putting your Unity project folder into a zip folder. Delete the original
folder after you have a zipped version. Unzip the folder and try opening
the files. Another method is to delete everything EXCEPT the assets
folder in your unity files. 
NOTE: This may destroy all of your pre-fab settings.

Try turning your computer on and off. If this continues uninstall and reinstall Unity.

Try turning the camera in the other direction until you can no longer see your model
blocking the camera. The software will still have it pop up over your logo when the
camera sees it.
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